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CLUB is
INAUGURATED
K«lown«|t*s New Service Organization 
 ̂ Q etfl Off To A Good Start On 
Thursday Night,
. Since- October last a few of KcIO'W- 
na's yottngcr busincss^and professional 
men have been working in a quiet and 
unostentatious way to organize a local 
branch of a public service organiza­
tion that is exerting a beneficial in­
fluence virhcrcvcr it is established, and 
their labours were brought to fruition 
on; Thursday night when the Gyro 
Club;Of Kelowna was formally inaug' 
urated at a banquet held in the Lake' 
view ; Hotel.‘ The charUT members 
number twenty-oight; and of these only 
three were .absent, .two being on the 
sick list and one out of town. ,
Those present included Dr. 'll; B. 
MaCEwen,; President; Mr. T. F i; Mc- 
Williams, Vice-President; Mr. E. O.
. MacGinnis,'Secretary; Mr. R. G. Ruth­
erford, Treasurer; Messrs. J. GaL 
I brdith, G. R. G. Keri*, D. McDougali 
and T, H. Keown,, Directors, and W. 
J//Buse, E. L. Greenside, A. E. Hill, P.̂
, Harding, D. A. G. D. Hinkson, A. D.’ 
Marshall, J. S. D. MfcGlymont, G. R. 
M*cLcod, A. McMillan, W. W. Petti­
grew, A. Smith, G.; Stewart, P. Tem­
pest, A. S.N Towell; E. G. Weddell, Di 
J. Whitham and Dr. Shqphcrd. In ad­
dition there were the follow’ing invited 
guests: ' Mr. Rv R,owe Holland, Van­
couver, Vice-President, International 
Association: of Gyro 'Clubs; > Mr. Fred 
Brown, President, Vancouver Gyro 
Club; Mr; Chas. ,E.: Garrett, Past Pres­
ident, Vancouver Gyro Club; Mr. Nor­
man Leggatt, Vancouver; Mayor 
Sutherland, Mr. J. W. Jones, M.L.A;, 
Mr. Grote Stirling, President Kelowna 
Board of Trade, and Mr. G. C. Rose, 
editor, . Kelowna Courier. Until the 
inauguration of the .local officers, Mr. 
Fred Brown presided and threw much 
.“pep” and vim into the duties of 'the 
chair.
A really splendid, meal was served, 
which was much enjoyed by all, but 
one innovation somewhat startled and 
at the same time amused the older 
guests. On occasions of this sort with 
other local organizations;, it is the 
custom to wait until the feast is over 
for the musical features, to begin, but 
:the Gyros, with the justifiable enthus­
iasm of youth, do hot believe in bqihg 
so slow and they intersperse their ban­
quets with music and sc/ng. Those 
“slow at .meat” therefore found them­
selves compelled at intervals to desist 
from the consumption of turkey or 
other delectable viands aind*to join in 
community singing, and if they were 
tardy about it they were promptly fin­
ed “two bits” by the energetic chair­
man.
After an invocation by Mr. T.* F. 
McWilliams, all sang “O Canada,” the 
orchestra of the Club accompanying. 
Then each present had to stand up and 
name the man seated on his left, giving 
his occupation. The procedure, while 
primarily intended to introduce all to 
each other, was productive of much 
amusement, as the chairman was kept 
busily employed levying fines upon 
those who failed to give names or des­
ignations properly.
Mr. Garrett, by request, sang “Chee­
rio!” as applied to Gyrpism, and was 
vigorously applauded. More commun­
ity singing followed, and then the 
chairman began the inaugural portion 
of the proceedings. He expressed 
" briefly; the pleasure of the Vancouver 
delegation in beings present upon that 
happy occasion, and called upon Mr. R.
’ Rowe Holland, whom he introduced as 
the father of the Gyro movement in the 
Weist, both north and south of the 49th 
parallel.
Mr. Holland requested the officers 
and directors of the Kelowna club to 
stand up, when he administered to 
them in turn the path of office. To Dr. 
MacEwen, as President, he presented 
a Handsome ebony gavel, and each of 
the officers received an emblematic 
button. The charter of the new organ­
ization was handed to Mr. MacGinnis, 
as Secre'tary. The other members were 
then sworn in en masse, and Mr. Hol­
land declared the Kelowna Gyro Club 
to be properly installed. He followed 
with a short and eloquent address upon 
the aims of the Gyro movement.
He said this should be an auspicious 
night for Kelowna, as he did not know 
any more powerful influence for good 
that could be operated here than a Gyro 
' Club, and the appearance of the young 
men who formed its charter members 
made him fully confident of its suc- 




Much Needed Ithprovemento. Being 
Effected On A Section Of The 
Kelowna*Vernpn Road
Excellent progress is being made by 
the provincial road.authorities op the 
work of, improving thd .main Kclowna- 
Ver*̂  >n rpqd from Dry creek to Mr. E 
L. Cross' property, a distance of about 
three and a half miles. This consists 
of tpaking a ditch on both sides of the 
road and using the material taken out 
to fill up the centre of the roadbed* A- 
parc from' this, tlie road is, being made 
a uniform grade, fences have’ been re­
moved, back to line and the road con­
siderably widened, fully ten feet hav 
ing been gained in several localities. 
This work; which was begun on the 
fourth day of this' month, will last a 
few weeks longer, thus giving practic 
ally all who heed it erhploy'ment. Last 
week one hundred and two men were 
kept on the roll and at no time has the 
list been less than ninety. Very few 
men have been taken on other than 
land owners in the valley, and an ef­
fort has been made to give all an equal 
amoun^ of work.
The engineer in charge of this work 
is Mr. 'Wi Prowse, of Winfield, the 
foremen being Messrs. W. Petrie, T. 
W. Smith and M. Byrns. The ditches 
are being dug two and a half feet deep, 
or three feet deeper than the centre, of 
the roadbed. Their width is two feet 
at,the bottom and there is a one to one 
foot slope on the fence ifeide and a 
slope of one to one andj a half oh 
the road side. The water Will be div­
erted into Mill Creek in tiiree places, 
a great improvement on last'^ar, when 
for three months the seepage wpm the 
flats to the East ran over the; road, 
causing it to heave and become almost 
impassable. I The work > is being done 
with an idea of permanently improving 
the road, which has heavy traffic pass­
ing, over it during the fruit-shipping 
season,'and the Department hopes that 
the public will be lenient till the entire 
work is finished, as at certain stages, 
such as levelling to grade, the road bed 
will be rough. ’ This improvement is 
being done economically and quickly, 
the weather having been , very favour­
able since work was commenced.
In addition to this local' work, Mr. 
S. T. Elliott' expects , to commence 
shortly to straighten out fhe curves in 
the . Naramata-Penticton road in that 
portion which lies outside of the limits 
of the Penticton Municipality, contin­
uing bn: the work as far north as this 
main highway extends. At the present 
time, also gravelling is being done in 
spots on the main Westshorc road, 
though regular work' on- that highway 





Aaoociatcd Bulletin Reports Very 
Satisfactory Sales During The 
Past Three Weeks
Vernon, B. C., Feb. 20, 1924 
President Howe and Mr. G. A. Bar- 
rat, of the Advisory Committee of the 
Associated Growers, left for the Coast 
on Saturday last to take up with the 
Vancouver'Board of Trade matters re­
lative tO' certain lands in the Valley 
which arc expected fb come under the 
control of the Associated. While there, 
they will discuss ■ with bankers the 
question of finance for the coming 
year and look ififo the capabilities of 
one or two prospects for,the position 
of General Manager. '
Col. Scott left on Friday last for 
Kamloopp to. take up with the Directors
of that Local Board the policy
eration to be folldwcd this season 
situation there is rather unique in that 
the Chinese vegetable growers appear 
to dominate the situation and arc diffi 
cult to handle from- a co-operatiye 
point of view.
All thbse gentlemen are expected 
back today, when their reports , will be 
considered by the full Committee.
Applications for the position of Gen­
eral Manager are coming in from all 
quarters, so there will, be no lack of 
material from which to select a man 
of sufficient ability and experience. to 
lead the Associated to a full measure 
of success.
Fruit has been moving very freely 
during the past three weeks and al 
though the per diem output shows 
signs of fajhng off now, the .movement 
has been a pleasant surprise to the 
sales force. During the week ending 
February 2nd, 82 cars were sold; Feb 
ruary 9th, 48 cars were sold; and Feb­
ruary 16th; 64 cars were sold.
Following is a list, of the daily salea 
for the period February 11th,to 19th:
13 cars apples, 2 cars apples and 
onions; 8 cars apples, 2 cars apples and 
onions, 1 'car onions; 14 cars apples,
2 cars apples, and bnionsi; 7 cars apples,
3 cars, apples and onions, 2 cars onions ; 
7 cars apples; 5 cars apples; 7 cars ap­
ples; 4 cars apples. :
The F.O.B. prices j Obtained have 
been satisfactory under the_ marketing 
conditions at present obtaining.
As s o c ia t e d  GROWERS o f  
*, R. c., LTD.
LABOUR GOVERNMENT
W ILL BUILD WARSHIPS
Naval Construction Programme To Be 
Carried Out Primarily For Relief 
Of The Unemployed
organization as a leader in the service 
club movement, while differing con­
siderable from Gyro, he went on to 
show that the latter came into, being 
through an accident. At the beginning 
of the century, warning had been given 
by a deep student of sociology that it 
would be necessary to initiate some 
movement against selfishness and isol­
ation, otherwise civilization would suf­
fer, and almost imrnediately after that 
warning was given Rotary Clubs were 
started. Later, in 1912, some college 
men in Cleveland, Ohio, had been 
meeting together every day for lunch 
arid had derived so much benefit from 
the social intercourse and exchange of 
ideas that they decided to form a per­
manent club. In seeking for a name 
that would describe the advantages they 
had received, they picked Upon the gy-. 
roscope as an apparatus that gave 
poise, according to its well-known use 
in submarines and airplanes, and men­
tal poise was the greatest benefit they 
had received from their association 
with each other, so the term Gyro was 
adopted as the name of the club, and 
the idea had now spread all over the 
United States and Canada, bringing 
success to its members not so much in 
their business as in their lives. , 
Gyros, declared Mr. Hollajpd, Were 
interested more in what they could do 
for each other sjpiritually than in any 
other way. In getting to really know 
a man, qualities were bound' to be
cess.
LONDON, Feb. 21,—The British 
cabinet today decided to carry out the 
naval construction programme previous­
ly agreed upon by their' predecessors, 
and will probably begin work upon five 
new cruisers and: two destroyers im­
mediately, The Goyerririient, while 
favouring disarmarnent, believes that 
the construction of additional* warships 
will relieve the unemployment situa­
tion by giving work to thousands of 
labourers. Construction will proceed 
as soon as parliamentary sanction is 
given, Charles G. Ammon, Under-Sec- 
retafy for the Admiralty,; announced 
in the House of Commons this after­
noon.
The Baldwin government building 
programme has virtually been adopted. 
This calls for construction of 52 light 
cruisers of 1,600 tons each within ten 
years. Japan has now building or-au­
thorized eight cruisers, 25 destroyers 
and 38 submarines. The French gov­
ernment has authorized construction of 
nine new submarines and a riiore ex­
tensive programme is now before the 
French parliament. The Italian pro­
gramme calls for twenty new submar­
ines and twenty destroyers, with other 
auxiliary craft.












Medical Health Officer Again Gives 
Valuable Talk To The Pafent- 
Tcacher Association
Growers Express Indfignatibn At Delay 
< Of Canners In Establishing Price 
For This Year
Associated Growers Make Provision 
For Supply Of Information To 
_ Contract Holders
Formal Ceremony Inaugurating Com<i 
modious New Building Is Carried 
Out On Friday Afternoon
The regular monthly meeting of the 
Kelowna Parent-Teacher Association, 
which was held in the Public School on 
Tuesday aftcrnOoil, was well attended. 
Mrs. C. E. Dick, President of the As­
sociation, presided and Mrs. F.l T. 
Winstonc acted as secretary.
The minutes of the last monthly 
meeting and of the last executive meet-'
ing having been read and adopted, the 
chairman called on Dr. W. J. Knox to
Thc_ meeting of the B. C. Tomato 
Growers’ Association which was heh 
in the Scottish Society's Hall on Wed 
nesday morning was attended by over 
fifty growers. Mr. H. B. D. Lysons 
presided and Mr. W. Stonchousc actet 
as secretary.
After the minutes of the last annua 
meeting and those of the meeting held
DOCK STRIKE OVER
BUT FOOD STILL SHORT
address those present, and that gentle­
man began his remarks by stating that 
he had not had an opportunity to prc' 
pare a speech, or even to make ful 
notes covering the points which he 
wished to d'well on, therefore all he 
would be able to do would be to give 
the members an informal talk on mat­
ters connected with the health arid 
welfare of the children attending the 
Public School,
THe speaker then went very fully 
into the system used in the Public 
Schools of the province by which, the 
medical history, of .each scholar is kept 
as a document which can ‘ alwayis - be 
consulted by the medical inspector and 
the teaching staff, so that at all times 
it is possible to trace the weak points 
in any scholar’s constitution, notes be­
ing sent to parents covering theAnain 
facts brought out by medical 'inspec­
tion. Thu,s it is possible for both par­
ents and teachers. to understand the 
special nature of each pupiF and what 
special treatment he or she requires 
He , instanced many ways in which 
both parents and teachers could worh 
together so as to give childrefn every 
possibk chane'e to develop into strong 
men arid .women, both mentally and 
physically,^ pointing out that, after all, 
the main responsibility io r the welfare 
of the coming generation, rested on the 
parents arid not on the teachers. In 
this connection he again pointed out, 
as he;,did at a former address given to 
the same Association, that; parents are 
too prone to order their children to do, 
or not to do certain, things, without ta- 
cing the pains to explain why those 
things should, or should not, be done. 
Children all want to know why. they 
receive certain orders, even from their 
parents, arid not to explain the-reason 
‘or giving these orders only leads to 
their trying to “put one over” on their 
parents and teachers alike. If the rea­
sons were explained to children, kindly 
and explicitly, i t  wquld be found that 
nearly, all youngsters would obey any 
special orders, especially those connec­
ted with their bodily welfare, very
willingly. , . ..u vDr. Knox next touched on the mat­
ter of certain complaints, especially the 
most common one—that of children 
continually wanting “out-’ during 
school hours, which more than any­
thing else, upsets the ordinary discip­
line of a class. He pointed out that if 
parents would train their children to 
attend to themselves out of school 
hours, this"annoyance would to a very 
large extent be abated. However, it 
would be the duty qf teachers to re­
port special cases to the medical in­
spector, as certain signs pointed to 
special weaknesses which should be 
looked into. He, personally, knew that 
from forty-five to fifty pupils' attend­
ing the school needed special watching, 
as they had special defects, and par­
ents and teachers should work togeth­
er to try to. stop those defects from be­
coming serious. In this work'the par­
ents should take at least three-quar­
ters of the responsibility. -
The speaker then spoke at consider­
able lerigth on contagious diseases as 
affecting the children attending school, 
stating that all parents should con­
sider their duty towards their neigh­
bours and watch that they themselves 
were not responsible for the spread of 
infection. An epidemic of measles was
on Jan. 15th had been read and adopt-
Ked, the meeting was thrown open lor 
discussion
(Continued on Pasre 8)
LONDON, Feb. 21.—Although the 
strike of dock workers which began 
on Saturday at noon is settled, imports, 
especially of foodstuffs, and mails are 
still held up today. The peril of food 
shortage wih not be ended until the 
agreement between the strikers and the 
employers is ratified, probably tonight.
The strike ended in victory for thq 
men. It is understood the employers 
grant one-half of the wage increase 
demanded by the men and will grant 
the remainder within three months. 
The strike of busmen is also settled-
The ending of three strikes is anoth­
er argument in its favour advanced by 
supporters of the Labour government. 
The locomotive engineers’ strike was 
the first one settled. It is reported 
that Premier Rani$ay MacDonald was 
responsible for the dock agreement, 
threatening to take over the docks and 





Fish & Game Protective Association 
Urges Government To Clear 
Carp Out Of Lake
A special meeting of the executive 
committee of the : Kelowna Fish and 
Game Protective Association was held
Questions were at once put to the 
chairman regarding the negotiations 
which had taken place between the 
directors of the Association rind the 
various cannery managements, anc 
Mr. Lysons stated that a price of $17 
per ton for field tomatoes had been 
agreed upon, also that the canning 
companies had consented to the ap­
pointment of a representative of the 
Association, whose duty;; it would be 
to spend a portion of his time in the 
field and the balance on the platforrns 
of the canneries and look after the 
interests of the'growers generally,,with 
a special view of helping to stop a 
repetition of the glut during the 6eak 
of the canriing season. The canneries, 
he also stated, had not consented to 
the picking and sending to the can­
neries of tomritoes from the semi-ripe 
fields, nor'had the managements ag­
reed to ,take all tomatoes offered dur­
ing jthe whole of the, season, but the 
Dominion, cannery had consented' to 
handle at' least sixty-five tons per day 
arid the Occidental, seventy tons. Both 
canneries would require help from the 
growers if an additionar tonnage were 
to be put through. The main thing 
to be considered was how-best to limit 
the delivery during the excejptiorial 
'pushes.” ;
The chairman's remarks led to a 
very long discussion, the matter of 
curtailment of deliveries at the can­
neries being debated, from almost eV' 
ery conceivable point of view, and 
everitually the folloiving resolution, 
moved by Mr. R. L. Dalglish ;and 
seconde4.,by Capt. H. Acland, was car­
ried by ^  large majority:; “Resolved 
that, we, tOrfiato growers of the 'Kelow­
na district, agree to limit our daily 
deliveries of tomatoes to the stated 
daily capacity of the canneries and as 
rnuch more as the canneries can hand- 
ri during the peak of the season.”' A 
urther resolution, moved byUapt.’Ac- 
and and seconded by Mr. J. Stirling, 
was also passed: “That if any curtail­
ment of deliveries should be necesisary, 
same should be effected in accordance 
with a field-made estimate made by the 
officers of the Association.”
The above matters having'been set­
tled. My. Iwashifa brought up that of 
the delay in settling the price to be 
paid by the canneries this season atid 
moved the following .resolution, which 
was seconded by Dr. de Pfyffer and 
carried unariimously: “Resolved that 
this meeting of the tomato growers 
expresses its indignation at the unne­
cessary delay of the Dominion Can- 
ners; in settling the price for canning 
tomatoes'for the Reason of 1924, and 
attributes this dilatory action to their 
ack of sincerity in cooperation with 
the growers for the mutual benefit of 
all, also that this meeting hereby' in-, 
sists that the Dominion Canners be 
prepared in future years to commence 
negotiations with _the Association in 
January with a view of settling the 
prices and terms of contra.ct by the 
10th of February, as required by the 
agreemei’t made in 1923 between the 
B. C. Toniato Growers’ Association and 
the Dominion Canners.”
After passing the above resolution a 
discussion arose as to the culling done 
at the local canneries, the chairman 
pointing out that the Earfiana often 
has a large green core and for that 
reason the cannery managements, in 
order to comply with federal regula­
tions, insist that the toriiatoes delivered 
be riot under 2yi inches in diameter. 
If the John Baer were grown, smaller 
fruit could be handled. The Alacrity, 
he stated further, had the same faults, 
generally speaking, as the Earliana, 
and was classified as an Earliana for 
all practical canning purposes. It was 
understood that the representative of 
the growers this season would do all 
in his power to help the growers and 
point out to them what fruit would be 
culled if shipped to the canneries.
. Mr. L. E. Taylor next brought up 
the matter of the repeal of the-sales 
tax on canned goods, explaining that 
the canners had asked to have it re-
Siiilcc publication of our last issue 
a bulletin has come to hand from the 
Associated Growers, giving some ad­
ditional particulars of the business 
transacted at the first meeting of the 
new Board of Directors, held on Feb. 
7th, at Vernon. , ,
Of the new Advisory Committee of 
SIX directors, including Mr. F. A. 
Lewis, representative of the vegetable 
growers. President Howe was chosen 
as the one member who is to be in 
continuous session at headquarters. He 
will have authority to"̂ call into confer­
ence any one or more of, the other 
members as may be necessary or de­
sirable. This committee takes the place 
of the former Executive of four, all of 
whom sat in continuous session during 
1923.
The bulletin stfites further:
“An innovation that it is confidently 
hoped will make for a much better 
understanding between growers arid 
the Central Office, and which will re­
sult in the evolution of an efficient 
Growers’ Service Department, is to be 
the appointment of an Assistant Sec­
retary to the Board of Directors and 
Advisory Committee, who will have 
growers’ publicity and service work 
under his immediate control.
“A number of 'recommendations 
were forwarded to the Fruit Branch, 
Department of Agriculture, Ottawa, 
asking for increased and more efficient 
irispection of packing for export and 
the abolition of combination packs.
“A meeting of Managers, who will 
ie  accompanied by delegates from the 
Local Boards, will be called shortly, 
at which questions of grading, pack­
ing, etc. will be discussed and recom- 
mendatiotis made to the Board for ap- 
jroval. . •_ .,■ .'J . .
“A committee on pooling was named 
which will' bring in a complete recom­
mendation as to the system to, be fol­
lowed, at the next meeting of the 
Board of Directors, and the President 
was authorized to arrange a conference 
on finance between the representatives 
of certain Locals and representatives 
of banking interests, with a view to 
establishing more complete confidence 
in. financial, matters.
“The appointment of a General Man­
ager in th 5 immediate future who will 
>e in absolute control of the Associa­
ted’s business was decided upon, and 
the Advisory Committee were instruct­
ed to line up suitable applicants for 
that most important position and to 
make a definite recommendation to the 
!36ard for confirmation.
“During the meeting Mr. Grant, 
rairie Markets Commissioner, and 
Mr. Clarke, Dominion Fruit Inspector, 
addressed the members, each giving 
valuable information on matters re- 
ating to his own sphere.
“The new Board has settled down 
to a complete realization of its many 
and varied problems and, while it does 
not suffer from a feeling of undue op­
timism, it is quietly confident that by 
taking full advantage of last year’s ex­
perience better and riiore efficient 
work should be accomplished.
“At the adjournment the Board re­
convened for business in connection 
with the Growers’ Packing Houses, 
imited.
“The same Advisory Board as is in 
office for the Associated Growers was 
elected for this Company, Mr. J. J. 
Campbell being named as Manager.”
NOVA SCOTIA MINERS
NOW FACE WANT
on Fridav afternoon in • order ,to deal i '"5 . it.
wkh s"ve?al communications which had moved in order that the growers, not
reached the secretary. Mr. J. C. Tay-
CHINESE PIRATES ARE
BALKED OF TH EIR PREY
found in him that made him likeable, 
and Gyroism afforded the means of 
knowing a man, as it meant friendship. 
Men were taken into the Gyro Club 
simply because it was believed that 
they ■would be a benefit to the club and 
would be true friends. When a man
HONG KONG, Feb. 21.—While the 
Chinese , steamer On- Lee, carrying 
more than two hundred passengers, 
was voyaging last night from Hong 
Kong towards Kong Moon, pirates
aboard suddenly opened fire on the 
main deck. Chief Officer Martin im-
(Continued on Page 3)
mediately directed the Indian guards 
on board to prepare to defend the 
bridge. With all lights extinguished. 
Martin guided the ship back toward 
Hong Kong. Near Castle Peak, rock­
ets fired from the vessel attracted a 
police launch, which escorted the On 
Lee into Hong Kong harbour.
lor, President of the Association, was 
in the chair and Mr. J. B. Spurrier 
attended the meeting by special re­
quest. . , , ,
After routine business had been at­
tended to, the matter of how Okana­
gan Lake is to be cleared of German 
carp was discussed, it being pointed 
out by several present that this very 
undesirable fish is rapidly becoming a 
mqnacc, having increased enormously. 
They arc known to exist in almost in­
credible quantities from one end of the 
lake to the.otlv^r and to be only nota­
ble as destroyers of natural feeding 
places and spawning ground for trout. 
Mr. Spurrier stated that it could be 
asserted with confidence that the lake 
now contains at least one million of
themselves, might reap the benefit of 
better prices. He went very fully into 
the whole question of the Sales Tax 
Act, pointing out that, if this were 
done, some $750,000, now collected, 
should accrue to the benefit of the 
growers throughout Canada. He also 
explained the working of the Horti­
cultural Council of Canada and furnish­
ed the information that the vegetable­
growing industry; of B. C. is now allow­
ed a representative on that body, and 
that Capt. J. T. Mutrie, of Vernon, is 
leaving fo r' Ottawa next week as a 
delegate of the vegetable growers at 
the next meeting of the Council. He 
ended up by moving the following 
resolution, seconded 'by Mr. W. F. 
Bouvette, which was carried ncm. con.: 
“In view of the depressed state of the
SYDNEY^ N.S., Feb. 21.—With no 
official assurance that coal mining will 
•be resumed, at an early date, and left 
to their own limited resources to pro­
vide food for their families, two thou­
sand miners employed by the Princess 
and; Florence Collieries arc in a most 
serious predicament.
to remove the sales tax on canned
In the presence of a fairly largo 
gathering, consisting principally of 
ladies, the new Nurses’ Home, recent­
ly greeted by the Kelowna Hospital 
Society, was formally dedicated on 
Friday afterriopn to itti purpose. The 
short ceremony took place upon the 
entrance pOrch of the Home.
As President of the’Society, and on 
behalf of Jhe Directors, Mr. A. G. Mc- 
Cosh welcomed the usscinblagc. He 
said he had been informed by a doc­
tor who travelled throughout the Pro­
vince that there was no'Other Nurses’ 
Home in the Interior which could 
compare with that \vhich was being; 
inaugurated that day. The plans were 
drawn by Col. Cullin, and they did 
him great' credit. . The Building Com­
mittee, composed of Mr. P. B. Willits, 
.Mr. O. St. P., Aitkens and Mrs. Row-t 
cliffe, had given a great deal of time 
to study of the plans and supervision 
of the work, in order that the building 
might be as complete as possible, and 
they had done their work well, as the 
public would presently be able to 
judge for themselves, and he was sure 
this was a very happy moment for the /; 
committee. i
He would not .(dilate upon the inter­
esting history and traditions of the: 
noble nursing profession. They were 
well known to all, and the splendid 
records of the past were . being well 
upheld by the nurses of today:. Splen­
did deeds of heroism and sacrifice on 
the part of nurses for those iri their 
charge were continually being chroni­
cled, and it was therefore only fitting . 
that they should have a comfortable 
home adapted to their needs, where 
they might have relaxation and rest. : 
By means of building the -Home, : 
the Hospital Society would be enabled 
to operate in a more, economical man- ; 
ner, with a saving of rent and fuel, - 
and the ■ premises were much more 
convenient than : previous arrange-  ̂
ments. . ■
On one or two other public occas­
ions he had stated that the Directors 
wished that the citizens of Kelowna 
would take greater - interest in their 
Hospital. At annual meetings the 
attendance was very small. The com­
pleted knit, when the additional wards 
and new laundry were finished, would 
be something that the citizens of Ke­
lowna might well be prplid of, and it 
was for them to see tBat the Hospital 
was kept up as. nviaern as possible, 
making the necessary, changes from 
time to time as required and ever 
keeping pace with new discoveries in 
the cure of disease.
The splendid work done-by the Lad­
ies Aid and the Girls Aid could not 
be estimated. Their efforts had been 
untiring, and he had to say that it was 
largely due to these two societies that 
the Directors had been able to carry 
on the work of the Hospital as well as 
they had done. In fact, the Society 
could not have done without them. 
The furnishing of the Horne had been 
in their hands,' and the people would 
see how well they had done it.
The Directors also wished to thank 
the various organizations and societies 
that had helped so liberally in the 
work of furnishing the Home, also 
several individuals who had contributed 
generously but did riot wish their 
names made known. . ,
Mr. McCosh then called upon the ' 
Ven. Archdeacon Greene, who said he 
had been reminded by the President 
that he had officiated at the dedication, 
of the Hospital sixteen years ago and 
that he must therefore come and speak 
at the opening of the Nurses’ Home.
It was a great pleasure to him to be 
present, because the opening of the 
new building v/as for the convenience, 
welfare and happiness of the nurses.
Since the' dedication or the Hospital, 
at which there was a large-attendance, 
he had been a visitor at various inter­
vals in connection with his clerical 
duties, and during all those years he 
was afforded every courtesy and
goods at the earliest possible date, and assistance by the Matron and the nurs-
iiicsc verv inferior fish, which can be is reflected by
best classified as aquatic hogs and prices paid to the growers of to-
(Continued on Page 8'
matocs, be it resolved that the Domin­
ion Government be respectfully urged
that a copy of this resolution be, for 
warded to the secretary of the Horti- 
ctiltural Council, this resolution being 
submitted on behalf of four, hundred 
cooperative growers, forming 100 per 
cent of the tomato growers in jfie Pro­
vince of British Columbia,” '
After a short discussion on the .half- 
share contract and the passing of a 
hearty vote of thanks to the directors, 
the meeting adjourned.
ing staff. He knew what the staff had 
to endure in those early days in dis­
comfort; their rooms were in the base­
ment, so that they never could get 
away front their work for rest and 
relaxation, which was a difficulty and 
a trial to every one. The only thing 
that sustained thent during those try­
ing times was their devotion' to duty
(Continued on Page 4);
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T H E  O P T I M I S T I C  M O N T H
OUr stock sheets show  a decided im provem ent i»
local conditions over the previous year. ,
, ' ■ I ■
In  p reparing  ou r budget and estim ates for the  
year 1924, we are looking forw ard to a y ear of 
g rea te r  im provem ent, leading to  an era of real 
p rosperity  for the d istric t.
SMILE AMD BE A BOOSTER FOR KELOWNA AND
THE OKANAGAN, '  .
PETTIGREW
Connnercial Orchards, Ltd.
g r o w e r s , s h i p p e r s  & PACKERS
We are, prep?ired to undertake the 
mana<yenient of a few good commercial 
orchards near Kelowna.
Write for interview:—
p .  O. BOX No. S93 PHONE 200
“  ORCHARDS MADE TO PAY ”
24-t£c.
BACKED BY
Service and Q u ality
YOUR ORDERS W ILL BE APPRECIATED AND  
GIVEN CAREFUL AND PROMPT ATTENTION
W m .  H A U G  (St S O N
\ D efers in Masons) Supplies and Coal 
Phone 66 P O-
SPRING USHERS IN THE RNNIML 
mHISE-CEUNING SEASON




W INDOW  DRAPERIES.
W e have a full range and attractive prices on these lines.
Don’t forget the baby who is crying for one of our new
CARRIAGES.
Kelowna Tnrnitnre Co
The Home of The Victor Records
L U M B E R
DIMENSIONS— all sizes. SHINGLES^ No. 1 and 2.
DRY SHIPLAP—in P ine or Fir.
COAST FINISHING MATERIAL—Best Q uality . 
SASH, DOORS and W INDOW S
Let us figure on your requirements. Satisfaction guaranteed.
PROMPT DELIVERY Liberal Discounts for Cash.
THE KELOWNA SAWMILL CO.. LTD.
=2/
Anna Q. Nilsson in “Ponjola,” at the Empress on Monday and Tues.
\
X «B KBLOWWA COUWx^B AMP OKAWAOAW ORCHAKP18T THURSDAY, FBBRUAR
‘̂Why do you jump at the sound of a 
motor car?” '
“W dt, some tiinc ago my chauffeur
eloped with my wife, and every time I 
hear a horn 1 think he is bringing her 
back.”—-Passing Show.
BOY SCOUT COUJMN




Orders by Command lor week gid- 
iiig Feb. 26th, 19?4:
Duties: Orderly Patrol for week,
Lynx; next for duty. Eagles.
Parades: The combined Troop.will 
parade at the Scout Hall on Monday, 
the 25tli inst., at 7.15 p.m.’ The regular 
basketball pr.icticc8 will be held on the 
Friday previous in' the evening of just 
that day only, for the reason that with 
one or two exceptions the only ones 
who turn out for the tffternoon prac­
tices' arc members of the teams. The 
three teams go down to, Penticton on 
the afternoon boat, returning the next 
morning. The date for Summcrland’s 
invasion with their throe, teams has 
noW been definitely fixed for Fridtty» 
the 7th of March, and wc shall there­
fore appreciate,-as soon as wc can pos­
sibly hive them, offers to billpt one or 
more of our guc,sts over night. The 
return fare on the boat, to Penticton 
will be $2.70 each and our hosts will 
put us up over night, but if there arc 
any who wish to take a berth pn the 
boat they may do so and sleep until 
the boat whistles for Kelowna ?
On Saturday, we took two teams out 
to Rutland to play them on their own 
floor dnd managed to "bring home the 
.bacon” again. In the first, game the 
teams and scores were:—RUTLAND: 
r.f., White, 2; l.f., Pow, . 2; c., Murray, 
2; r*.g.„ Cass, 2; l.g., Howse: total, 8. 
KELOWNA: r.f., Todd, 10;, l.f.,' F. 
Williams, 14; c., Campbdil, 10; r.g.. 
Lowers, 4; hg.. Hall: total, 38. In the 
next game they were: RUTLAND: r.f., 
Mitchell,'6; l.f., K. Dalgleish, 2; c., A. 
Dalgleish,:10; r.g., Howse; l.g., Cass;
Sub., Kemp; total, 18* KELOWNA: 
r.f.', E. Williams, 10; l.f., Foster, 2; c., 
MacLurg, 8; r.g., Longley, 4; l.g.;
Cook, 2; total, 26. Both the games 
were played in two 15-minute halves 
and Mr, Bagshawe kindly refereed 
both of them to the teams’ satisfaction.
The inter-patrol match on Monday 
last resulted in a spirited 15rminute 
battle between the Cougars and Owls, 
and finally left the latter with 10 points 
to their credit and the former with 7. 
' The Beavers and Owls acted thqir 
charades, representing one of the Scout 
Laws, at the parade on Monday and 
we only regret that we have not space 
this week to report -on Just exactly 
what they did, but .fortunately there 
were very few absentees from the meet­
ing, so that practically the whole 
Troop saw their efforts. On Monday 
next the Wolves, Eagles and Otters 
perform. .
We regret very much to lose the serr 
vices of P.-L. Hugh McKenzie from 
the?Troop, who, besides bemg P.-L. 
of the Beavers, was also the Troop Se­
cretary. - He has now reached the age 
of 18 and will probably be transferring 
into the Rovers, -from whom we hope 
to hear something nqpct week, as great 
things are doing on Wednesday of the 
curreiit week. At a Court of Honour 
held on Friday last to consider fhe re­
signation of P.-L. McKenzie, his Se­
cond, Alastair MacLurg, was appoint­
ed to succeed him as P.-L. of the Bea­
vers and Troop Leader Elwyn Will­
iams was appointed Secretary, with 
P.-L. 'John Foster as his assistant.
We are also very sorry to lose Scout 
Russell Williams from the Troop and 
wish him the best of luck in his new 
temporary home at Vancouver, where 
he is going to attend the King Ed­
ward High School. He was a member 
of the Cougar Patrol and there are not 
many members of this Patrol as it was 
last year now left, Scout Ken Griffiths 
being the sole survivor. Toronto, New 
Westminster, Vancouver, Victoria and 
Summcrland now claim the other 
members.
The following is the complete list of 
those who have just completed their 
2nd Class Ambulance Test: Scouts. W. 
Knowles, D. Lewers, M. McKenzie, 
L. Williams, C. Boyer, A. Graham, R. 
Lloyd Jones, G. Hall, H. Campbell, R. 
Weeks, J. Packham, A. Lloyd-Jones, 
H. Witt. F. Williams, G. Cooper, E. 
Lysons, J. Peat, W. Lucas, W. TJould 
and K. Griffiths.
B L A C K im
ffiRffi/iTION 
DISTRICT
Report Bubmitted Td The Annual 
General Meeting By Thev 
' Board Of Trusteea
, Rutland, B. C.,„ Jan., 1924. 
To the Water Users and Property Ow­
ners of the District. .
Ladies and Gentlemen, ■
Wo have pleasure in submitting the 
following report for the year 1923.
p u r  guiding principles throughout 
have been increased efficiency and dras­
tic economy. -
In addition to the annual general
meeting two other general meetings
uld,
Nineteen members unsuccessfully 
tried to pass the Kim’s Game Test on 
Monday evening, although three man­
aged to remember fifteen articles and 
several fourteen. The test -calls for at 
least sixteen out of the twenty-four 
shown for one minute, and we only 
gave them two minutes to write down 
what they had seen. This test will a- 
gain be taken next Monday.
As the veteran service organization 
of Kelowna, the Troop desires to ex­
tend a .very hearty welcome to the la­
test recruit, the just-formed Gyro Club.
"and 22 Board meetings have been he 
the attendance at the former averag­
ing 82 and at the lattci" 4.
The following By-Laws were passed 
and registered, namely:--- ' .
April 1923, Conservation Fund 'By- 
Law. ' .
General Borrowing By-Law, 1923.
Toll By-Law, 1923.
* Taxation By-Law, 1923.
Tax Sale By-Law, 1923.
Fourth Grading of Land By-Law.
Fourth Assessment By-Law and
By-Law Amending Toll By-Law, 
1923. ,
In April, 1923, the government auth­
orized aq* expenditure of $33,699.00 for 
the improvement, repair and extension 
of the works. Of this sum only $30,- 
000.00 was borrowed. The remaining^ 
$3,699.00, representing the amount al­
located to the construction of Lateral 
No. 1 on the Ndrthcrn, Extension, was 
not asked for. We thought it would 
,bc inadvisable to iexp^nd this  ̂ large 
sum, unless the lands to which it was 
designed to carry water were to be'ir­
rigated and return a toll Revenue. The 
Land & Agricultural Co. of Canada, to 
whom this property then beloit'gbd, ap­
proached your Board with a request 
that the construction be hot proceeded 
with for two reasons, namely (a) that 
they had no intention of developing 
the land, and (b) that.they had ,no 
reasonable prospect of selling' it.
The major items of the construction 
qrogramme are all completed and niay 
be'briefly referred to as follows:-— 
fl) The lining of 450 feet of the 
Main Ditch with concrete. (2) Tbe 
orovision of a soillway at Eight Mile 
larve enough to take care of a full 
ditch .should a wash-out occur. ('31 The 
deepening and concreting of L400 feet 
’of earth ditch on the Gopher Flat. (41 
The substitution of 650 feet of wood 
stave oiping for the always urisatisf.ac- 
tory concrete ditch winding alongside 
the road below the- McClure Meadow. 
This oipe varies Jn  diameter from 18” 
to 14" and has a large stilling; tank; at 
its upper end. A six foot' weir is in­
stalled here, to insure the accurate 
measurement of •wafer diverted to  the 
Belgo n'ronerties. (51 The renewal of 
th? 44" Belgo Syphon; 1.200 _feet ^of 
wood stave pipe were used for this 
nitrpose. (61 The replacement of the 
old wooden head^te at, the Rutland 
intake bv a substantial concrete struc­
ture, and the erection of extensive crib- 
bincf where the wate® of MissionrCreek 
had left its old channel and, threatened 
to destroy the syphon crossing its bed. 
(71 The lining of 5,870 feet of earth 
ditch situated on the Northern Exten­
sion between Lateral No. 3 and Later­
al No. 5. In addition to the foregoing 
works, approximately 14,000 feet of 10 
X 10' and 12' x 12' fluming has been 
taken down and renewed. 5.000 feet 
of this being at the Southern end of 
the District.
"We are pleased to report that ajl 
construction was done below the esti­
mated cost and that the camps were 
run at a small profit.
■With reference to thie domestic wat­
er supply system, a considerable am­
ount, of repair work was necessary, 
consisting mainly, of the renewal of 
boxes and tank covers. Two new 
blow-out valves and a screen have been 
installed ■with a view to eliminating 
the sediment which has been wont to 
settle at the low points. Although 
these alterations are of an experimen­
tal nature, t h ^  have already demon­
strated their practical worth.
The number of property owjners in 
the District has increased during the 
year under review by 2,22%, being 225.
The spring schedule anticipated that 
3,646.40 acres would require water, 
whereas the actual area irrigated was 
3,300 acres.
The fourth Assessment Roll shows 
that the District contains 10.475.98 ac­
res. of which 4,682.46 are in Grade A, 
1.088.42 in Grade C. 270.86 in Grade 
D and .‘i,793,52 in Grade E. 2̂04.81 ac­
res of Grade A land are subject to the 
special bonus toll, and agreements have 
been entered into with the owners of 
113.99 acres of this.
At a meeting of domestije water us­
ers, held in January, 1923, a resolution 
was unanimously passesd requesting 
the Board to restrict the domestic tax 
lew  to irrigated lands only. This ma- 
.tcrial change was sanctioned, and put 
into effect. At the same meeting three 
small extensions of the domestic sys­
tem were favourably considered, but 
circumstances have not warranted their 
construct'on. although ample funds, arc 
in hand for the piJrpose. '
Cn the 27th July a Tax Sale By-Law 
was p.Tssed, requiring the Collector 
under the Taxation Act for the Ver­
non Assessment District to add 19 par­
cels to his list of lands for sale for
G I M I O R E
The Glcnmorc Lgdics' Club hold 
tlTcir regular niccting on Tuesday, Feb, 
12t)i, ill the School, with a good attend.. 
once. Miss May' Watson was appoint­
ed Secretary and Mrs. Hicks, Treasur­
er. . Mrs, P. Ward and Mrs. S. Pear­
son were given chari^c of Hospital 
Work and Mfs. R. Corner, Flower 
Committee, Wfitten suggestions for 
biir meetings were Vcccivcu. The 1924 
programme is being' considered this 
week by the Executive,, 'Pea was serv­
ed, the , hostesses being Mesdames 
James, Hicks and Hunt. The meeting 
on Feb. 26th will be at the home of 
Mrsi A. Loudoun,! when Hospital sew­
ing will be done. Come to Jiclp and 
bring a friend, also- your good, recipe. 
Roll call: Famous characters ■ in well 
known books.
The District Nurse, Miss McClung, 
visited the School on Wednesday last. • ' a ■ *
One of the, early , Glcnmore land­
marks hfis been removed. The “Wake” 
house was demolished'recently. i
:, Our sympathy is extended to Mr. 
and Mrs. A. LoiRloun, who received
the sad news of the , passing away, in 
Montreal, of Mrls, Lbudouh’s brother- 
in-law, following an operation.
Mrs. Irving left on Tuesday morn-
ribing?s boat for Moose Jaw, where she 
hopes to enjoy a few weeks with her 
daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. T. M, Ryall shipped 
out' a car, of apples to . the Coast this 
week. They leave on Thursday to, 
spend a few weeks at the Coast. , ....
■̂ The roads are now drying very 
quickly and the 'grader has started 
work on them.1 ' > .1* .Ift
Our 'neighbours in adjaceot pro- 
rinces arc beginning to wake, up to 
the Oriental menace, as is shown by 
the following: “Oriental immigration 
and invasion of the merchandise world 
has become an acute question in Britr 
ish Columbia and is ‘ rapidly moving 
eastward to the detriment of the retail 
trade, was the opinio'n. expressed - by 
the executive of the Saskatchewan Re­
tail Merchants’ Association.”
R E N N I E 'S  S E E D S  R E N N I E ’S  S E E D S  R E l
THE CORNERSTONE OF 
OOR SUCCESS
is a reputation for fair dealing. Wc aim to  
maintain this confidence by continuing our 






Lim e S u lphur
(P o w d er and  liqu id ); 
D orm oil.
N eu tra l O il .E m u ls io n ..
All varie ties— \
Glovers, G rasses, and I 
, Seed G rains, . '
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The annual water meeting of the 
Glenmore Irrigation District was held 
on Tuesday evening, Feb. 12th, in the 
school room, with a good attendance 
of water users. Brig.-General Harman 
was voted to the chair. Minutes of the 
last annual meeting were .read by the 
Secretary, Mr. G. Barrat.
The annual reports and financial 
statements had been in the hands of 
water users for several ' days. These 
Were taken as read and adopted. Con­
siderable discussion took place on, the 
"Harman property” being placed , in 
the assets at its ' price value, it being 
of little value. Finally, a resolution 
was passed that the value of this pro­
perty should be put at $400, and this 
met with the approval of the meeting.
Mr. S. T. Elliott took the floor and 
blamed the Trustees for his case, get­
ting into the courts. Correspondence 
to prove this was read by - him, and 
water Users came away ■with a better 
understanding of the case.
The Manager’s report shq;wed that 
four-fifths' of the work,on the dam had 
been done and. that as much water as 
in previous years would be available 
for the coming season.
Messrs. G. -Watson and Groves ex­
plained the Eccleston Slough proposi­
tion, for providing storage water, 
which the Trustees had been consid­
ering. 'The concrete ditch at the north 
end Connecting the syphon pipe and 
reservoir will have to be re-made vin 
the near future, at an estimated cost 
of about $24,000. If this other propo­
sition was feasible and could be car­
ried'out, the remaking of this ditch 
would be unnecessary. Two schemes 
for obtaining the necessary power had 
been ' considered; one the hydro-elect­
ric power, which would probably cost 
round $35,000, the other the develop­
ment o f pow'er from our own source, 
Mill Creek, at a probable cost of $50,- 
000. This figure is considered to Fe 
considerably higher than it really would 
be.
■ ' - ' O r d e t
F a r  l i i  N d 'i v
IN VIEW of the great demand for farm‘help existli^ in 
Canady the Canadian Pacific Railway will continue ita Farm
Help Service during 1924 and will enlarge its qcope to in- 
■ ideelu  women domestics and boys.
THE COMPANY is in touch with large numbers of j^od farm 
laborers in Great Britain, Norway, Sweden, Denmark,. France, 
Holland, Switzerland and other European countries and through 
its widespread organization can promptly fill applications fori idespr
help ireceived from' Canadian fanners.
In order to have the help^reach Canada in time for .the Spring
ecung help should arrange to get them 
the^rlier the better, as naturmly those 
applications which aze received early will receive first attention.
operations farmers nOi 
applications in early, the
Blank application forms and full information regarding the 
service may be obtained from any C.P.R. agiant or from any 
of the officials Usted below. THE SERVICE IS ENTIRELY 
FREE OP CHARGE.
THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY
Department of Colonization and Development
WINNIPEG;—M.', E. T h o m t^  SapeTlntradeiit o f Colonlsatloa ,
T. 8 . Achoson, General: A srieoItanl Azeiit 
SASKATOON.—W. J. Gerew, Land Amnt
H. f ; Koaor, Speelal Colonlzatton Agent 
CALGART>->T. O. F. Heraer  ̂ Aett. to SapL- of GOloniiatioo 
EOUONTON.-.J. Miller, Land Agent 
MONTBEAIm—V. Dongall. General Agrieoltnral Agent 
jO. La Dne Norwood  ̂ Land-Agent <
E. G. white.
Aiaiatant Commisaloner.
7 . 8 . PENNIS.
; Cbief Conuaiialoner.
The Glenmore Irrigation Trustees 
met Mr. S. T. "Elliott last week and a 
settlement of Mr. Elliott’s clainris was 
made.






s w e e t  m i l k  
i s  e s s e n t i a l
The Port of Greenwood has been 
closed by the Department of Customs 
and Excise since the 1st of February. 
The outports of Bridesville, Midway, 
and Myncaster are now under the sur­
vey of Grand Forks.
unpaid taxes. To date, wc have ha<̂
no information as to whether any 
these lands have been sold or how 
much, if any, has been paid in liquida­
tion of outstanding charges. The a- 
mount involved is about $4,000.00,
Early in the year, your Board thought 
't wise to assist in every way possible 
in the formation of an Association of 
the various Irrigation Districts, and 
'Trustee Carruthers was nominated to 
represent this District. Wc feel sure 
that you will endorse our action and 
agree that the trouble and expense in­
curred was fully justified.
Although conditions generally, bdth 
financial and agricultural, have been 
worse than ever before, wc believe that 
the reduction in the irrigation and land 
taxes granted by the Government 
should materially help our water users 
to tide over the very depressed period
‘ Five candidates are in the running 
as Water Trustees for the G. I. D* The 
election of two Trustees takes place 
on Thursday. The retiring Trustees 
are Messrs. Harman and Watson, the 
latter standing for re-election. The 
new nominees are Messrs A. R. Drys- 
dale. R. Stewart. G. C. Hume and J. C. 
Clarke.
Free Recipe Book: write, the 
Borden Co., Ltd., Vancouver.
STOCKWCLL’ S, LTD.
PHONE 324
HARDW ARE AND  
GENERAL MERCHANTS
We have just received our 
j shipment of.
WALL & C E W G  
PA Pffi
Will be pleased to show you 
our book of patterns, also a 
New Stock of LINOLEUM.
All nice pa tte rh s .
•T. e,
KELOWNA WOLF CUBS
Section A of the Kelowna Pack ce 
lebrated last Saturday by holding a bun 
feed. The mysterious rites performed 
on these occasions arc apparently well 
known among the Cubs and were car­
ried out in a correct manner. A slight 
hitch occurred just beford supper when 
wc discovered that we had no cups and 
saucers, which fact proved rather em­
barrassing. Thanks to the usual kind­
ness of friends, this little difficulty was 
overcome, Mrs. McCarthy coming to 
our rescue with* the key of the china 
closet. The Sixe ;̂s had been entrusted 
with the arrangements for eatables 
and, needless to say, they figured with 
good margin. Wc feel sure that the 
teachers would be pleased if the boys 
did their arithmetic with the accuracy 
displayed in figuring out how much 
each boy could cat. Maurice Mciklc 
poured tea at six o’clock sharp and 
“Red” Williams cut the ices, the rest
wc arc now passing through.
Respectfully submitted,
C. R. BULL,





•simply ate. After supper we hung our 
new chart, each Cub marking his pro­
gress in the work b}’ means of small 
red stars, so that any visitor can now 
see at a glance how the Pack stand? 
with regard to the passing of tests and 
gaining of proficiency badges.
There Was one absentee at the bun 
feed, and" we trust friend Buckland is 
feeling .better.
The influence of the picture show is 
strongly noticeable among the boysi. 
A short time ago the managcriient 
show,ed a story demonstrating golf, 
with the result that every boy was play­
ing imaginary golf, along the sidewalk. 
Since the Robin Hood film was shown 
'they have all become archers, and the 
Cubma^ter was rnuch distressed last 
week when he found that a band of 
“merry men” were emptying« their 
quivers at a target in the form of his 
prize rooster. Happily their marks­
manship was very inferior. Have lots 
of fun, boys, but keep out of mischief. 
Always play the game.
COX'S EMPORIUM
F O R  O N E  W iu E K
Gommencing Saturday lOtli
20% OFF
Large temporary coal bunkers arc to 
be built at' Vancouver to enable deep- 
sea going vessels to coal quickly. Im­
mense quantities of Alberta steam 
coat have already been blocked out for 
this trade, which is expected to con­
tinually, increase from now on. '
A I . L  T E A  P O T S
K Et0 W N 4 D AIRY C O .
M I L K
9  QUARTS S la O O
D E D l V C R I C b
P H O N E  151
SUBSCRIBE TO THE COURIER
mmsmasmassm
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S E C O N D
''Jiflpies «loaUn  ̂■with tfi® cstAMfoKmpft cP the 
® *̂̂ <HpMoimi8AL «t Tem'cscniAtW® points h i  C«mada
 ̂ k /md. ©Iscwhore
f#...-....> ....-  . .............................. • .... ............ ........ . ' ' , ........
IN
eiim a r : ! :
_—- n .wal̂ sgar
mUyst **
^H EN  th? Bank of Montreal opened its lust oiBce ‘ 
in Quebec io6 years ago. travel between Montreal and 
Quebec was mainly by stage tibacli, occupying thtec days 
. in the Journey. The ?in<| ^
; :  w e^ ^ud) ^ t c  only wnveyed Ijctween
thê  ̂ *̂ at the iitet, safe oppoitutti(y^* ^  >
W ith the opening o f this Quebec o f i i^  the Bank of *
tfoduxiied into O n ad a  branch basddhg, otic o f  the elements that h ^ ,  - 
ipon^buted to: the ■ remarl^hle elasticity o f thfe. Canadidn banking - 
winnmg i b r 'l i ^ ^  <'nviable reputation m ^  .
parts o f  the '
• i f  the . Bank’s Branches, 8? arc situated in the .
PRAIRIE MARKETS
FOR T H E  FRUIT CROP
(By J. A. Grant, M arkets Commission­
er, Calvary, in 'IThc Agricultural 
Jo u rn aD
The rapid adv;^ncc of the fruit indus­
try has necessitated many changes in 
the plan of marketing. From  the L. C. 
L. stage it gradually evolved into car- 
lot shipments. Individual effortis in 
shipping gave place to organized ship­
ping. Many districts specialized in
trec-fruits and, their organizations bcr 
came conipetitbrs against each other 
on the Prairie m arkets. Growers in 
the Okanag.in V alley ; were successful 
through their consolidated local organ­
izations to produce stability for a time, 
but eventually failed to secure suffic- 
ifeiit tonnage to keep control of th,c 
pricc-'setting, Uncontrolled consign­
ment to  the trade ensued and the ruin­
ous experience of ,1922 was the 'cause 
of reorganizing the trcc-fruit industry 
throughout the Province into one cen­
tral distributing agency w,itl\ the sup­
port of 85 per cent of the freight 'ton­
nage, , -  I , "i'. I , ' ; '
Iprairie MarkeW
GYRO CLUB IS AU8PIC- -
lOUSLY INAUGURATED
(Continued from page 1)
entered a Gyro Club, it meant tha t his 
fellow-members, would stand by him 
through thick and thin,^ through fair 
weather and foul, through every cir­
cumstance. I t  was not help with 
money that counted always, but real 
friendship, sympathy and understand­
ing.
“W e arc our brother’s keepers in the 
Gyro Club, responsible for the char­
acter that emerges,” he emphasized, 
“responsible for the Gfyro reaction on 
that man.”
Mr. Hplland dwelt on the helpful and 
brotherly nature of Gyroism and, while 
there would undoubtedly be other clubs 
in Kelowna, he looked to the Gyro 
Club to take the lead in service and 
maintain it. The Gyro Club was an 
organization of young men, but age 
was merely a m atter of mind, and oiicc 
a Gyro always a Gyro; he was not 
"fired -out” yvhen he reached the agC
Hmli fdf eHifflHeci '
Besides the cbitiV&tlbn of brother- 
lincss and fri^ii^ihip, the method of- -  ̂ * . • •'ll_ ■ ’ —i « • . ■
The Kelowna Growers' Exchange will conduct a School of 
Im lru c iio n  on packing and sorting apples in their main warehouse, 
commencing FEBRUARY 25, 1924, for one week only, between 
thehours of 8:30 a.m. and 4 :30 p.m. _
persons wishing to avail t|iemselves of this opportunity to 
s e c u r e  this Instruction must make a written application to the 
management prior to iEBRUAEY 20th, Only persons between 
the ages of 16 and 40 years need apply.
N O  F E E  W I L L  B E  C H A R O E
t)f Quebec.
BANK OP
Bstabiisiiea over Sooyears 
T k d  Assets in
'A comparison of ithie i^rainft-Uiafhct j'(,Qnju(.ting ,'fe^To Clubs brought out 
between its state last bnd six or ^̂ y. ^o’rmartt in a man, and Mr.
seven years agO“"  \ m  for example^ I Holland instanced cases that had come 
should prove iftteresting. I t  shows j.,;g knowledge in which very dif-
clcarly th a t the Prairie demand Is fident young men, unable to get out a 
rapidly being supplied from British Co- gjjjgjg word when called upon for a 
lumbia, especially in apples. The W ash- gpgg ĵh;; had become ready speakers, 
ihgton trade in apples on the P r a i r i e s w e r e  "discovered” in Gyro 
is largely early, apples coming in ahead would'find in Kelowna
of our season, o r such varieties as future politicians, preachers
W inesaps that are not grown in suf- g, ĵj orators would be brought o p t by 
ficient.quantity to, meet the late winter obtained in the Gyro
demand. Ontario’s supply has been
greatly reduced, while Nova, Scotia has Before closing his remarks with the 
been wiped off*, the map as far as the poetry fitting the subject,
Prairie trade is concerned. Mr. Holland reiterated the responsibU^
T h e  following cars of apples were j^y q£ Gyro members for their club 
consumed on the Prairies in 1916 and out that i r  a mem-





FLOUR and PEED STORE 
ELLIS ST. Phone 354
g a r d e n  SEEDS have arriv­
ed and we are showing a full 
assortment, including all the, 
old favourites and some new- 
varieties that are highly re­
commended. Come early and 
g e t ,first pick.
'We have something special .in 




B.C. U.S. Ont. N.S.
If you were not in financial need
And if you were called upon to Saskatchewan .......  357
I name a . price tp have your, hair P*** | Alberta    .............  462
°  How much would you demand ? , a , * ,  i a«i
Arina Q. N ilsson,; famed motion . Totals ..^.....
picture actress, asked $9,500. , 1923. . .
I And that p ric^  was paid to^the ia ir  584
1 Anna by Sam , E. Rork,. producer oI | w i
' “Ponjola," a F irst National picture. Saskatchewan ........
But it wasn’t mere money that in-1 Alberta ...... . ooa
■fluenced Miss Nilsson to part with her
639 6l5 63
ber slipped' they should riot .put the 
blame on him but upon themselves for 
allowing the . circumstances which 
caused his fault.
At intervals during the banquet, Dr. 
MacEwen had been busily etfiployed in 
reading some thirty-four congratula­
tory  telegrams received from widely 
scattered Gyro Clubs in the. United 
States and Canada, as follows: Cleve­
land, Ohio, birthplace of Gyro, three; 
Columbus, Ohio; Rochester, N.Y.; Mil­
waukee, W is.; New Y ork City; De-erdwning glory/̂ ^̂ ^̂  Totals ......... -1,810‘ 218 191
ratten t e  'a"‘h a l o 2 .1 t T a T t h ? K ^  The Ropulatten of the Prairiea h a s m „ ^  Mich.; Dayton, Ohio: Cedar
ledge that she Was making a greater increased about half a million Buffalo, N.Y.; Madison,
sacrifice to her art than had any Other yet last year’s consumption was . Davenport, Iowa, three; Denver,,
feminine star of the silver sh^^ Col.; Des Moines, Iowa; Sterling, Ills.;
nerved d i^ o ro .l . T«ri»«nr» nf New Oreanization | rhiraerf): Cincinnati, Ohio; Jesse M
Beat” Flour. If you have not tried­
it you are missing something, really
good. , _' j
Influe ce of  rg i ti  I Chicago ;
M oreover,It wasn’t simply a m atter! W g  have confidence that the im pro-j W arren, Governor,.Pacific North-W est 
of having, the hair bobbed, though^ ved marketing conditions created by] Division of Gyro, Seattle, W ash.;.C al-
the inspection of anyone interested. U f submitting to the barber’s shears. 
This to the Sole Ageitey to r  “Oor "  ' '  -----------------------




.i'?h iek°and heav̂ ^̂  ̂ and and from present indications it would Nanaimo, Vancouver; Moose Jaw, R e­
director decided that a-wig would nev-1 ^ppgjj.i £jiat from British Columbia a-1 gjna, two; W innipeg; Toronto, Hamil- 
er do in this picturization of Cynthia cars >of apples will be ton; St. -John, N.B.
<;trirlfWs famous story of South A m - lo-; -  '
1 querades as a man. They wantea It cut Ly^jjjog___
Iclose. ' '  ̂ distribution has been 25 per cent. in.ex- uration as the first President of, the
They coaxed of 1922, and these apples have Qyr^ giub of Kelowna, all tha t made
n T ”th ink^of parting with the tresses been sold and not consigned as they hirii feel at all fit to hold down the pos-
I that are the idol of a million of her'ad- j^gt year. itibn was the sense of the power ot the
' ■ 'T h e  bidding for her locks rose I - - -  - • ■ ♦»,»mirers. P rior to  1920 the iriarkets of the great Gyro organization behirid the
Local people are quite well 
\ acquainted with the fact that 
many British Columbia pro- 
’ ducts have exceptional qual­
ity. Such is the information 
so far gathered by the enqui­
rer employed by Pacme 
Milk. As it is tke well-known 
tendency o f human nature to 
look away from home, this 
discovery means a great deal 
to our province.
Pacific Milk' Go., Limiled
Head Office: Vancouver, B.C. 
Factories M Ladner and Abbotsford, B.C
into four jĴ Jî l̂hŜ coup-lPrairTes were sufficient to consume all I ;;ew^^d referred to the large
led w ith ' the $9,500 offer plus salary, the fruit produced in  British Columbia, sheaf of telegrams he had read as hav
the argument th a t After all the sacrifice 192I, in addition to filling the Prair- jng helped to make him realize w hat 
would he m the interest of art won. -ppjgg .̂ ĝ̂ g gent ^ y ro  meant—friendship.
-  t L  Tncident"^^^^^^^  ̂ sensation in to the ^United States, 450 to Britain, and' The occasion, he dklared,^ was sec 
Hollywood film circles. Many celluloid L ygr 250 to Eastern Canada, w here the ond to none m importance. W herever 
celebrities flocked to the United Stud- |g jg now buying British jt had been established, the Gyro move-




ios to see if ‘It were really , true rojumbia apples to displace Washing- ment stood out pre-eminent amongst
^""deefstenfA camera menLon apples formerly purchased by them. ,he service clubs, and te Kelowna, he
1 herhovered around to get photographic 
proof tor a aceptical world. Afina was
Storage Facilities Required I believed, it would commence the wave 
T he time is long past when the Can-1 pf prosperit^which was soon To
scene and tucked a fresh apron around the fruit grown m British Columbia with projects Which m g _ ,
i her neck. She squirmed and flinched I ^^  gj^jppgj ^t harvest time. . This ap- first but would have far-reachm.., e
_Sbe grri-| K,ieV,'anr1 tree fruit, with 1 fects. In such-organizations t.ie mat-as the shears began w orkingj ^e nt- ^̂ gg e ^
ted her teeth as she exception of pears, apricots, and ter of first importance was to have a
r c k ’.h f o r j h '^ h t S e S T i a w l y  aU  of service .and ib-n an ob.ecf
a woman could. Then she cried and Ij^iiities being forced on frjiit-^o- upon which to use it 
i laughed again when the job was donej , 4.^ izr»r.av5ncr nackinGr-l Kelowna
ver for coming to Kelowna, as it gave 
an opportunity to show some apprec­
iation of the splendid hospitality ex­
tended b y  the people of Vancouver 
to visitors' from Kelowna on public
matters. •  , .  ̂ ^
H e drew attention to the fact that 
members of the Kelowna Gyro Club 
would be much more m the limelight 
than in a big city like Vancouver, and 
every one here would knoiy whether 
they were living up to their principles 
or riot. I t  was a great thing to have a 
friend; it was a greater thing to be a 
friend. He, had no doubt that most of 
them present that evening (fould count 
on their fingers of one hand the people 
they could go to and tell, theii; troubles 
and be sure that the confidence was not 
violated. Such were very few indeed. 
If the Gyros could develop themselyes 
spiritually to such an extent that each 
one of them would personify 
of ideal friend, then there would' be 
twenty-eight men to whom each mem­
ber could-go and tell w hat was m his 
h eart.' W hat was wanted m ost in the 
world today was friendship, especially 
as ' there was too much selfishness. 
Many organizations were f o r m e d ^ r e ­
ly for selfish reasons, and ' the Gyre 
movement was a wonderful counter
acting! influence. .
Another thought had occurred to
him, and that was that probably none 
of them present that night realized the 
irifliience he was wielding. Taking as
an illustration the Indian buck who
leaves the bearing of heavy burdens to 
his Vquaw, the Mayor said that some 
claimed the reason why civilized people 
did not act iri the same manner was 
because o f the influence of Christian 
ity, but it was not sb; consideration o : 
the other sex dated back,to the days o^ 
the Crusaders, the days of chivalry 
and those who started protection of the 
weak created a state of  ̂ mind, .set a 
principle in motion which had s p r ^ t  
and endured. Similarly, the big thing 
the Gyros were doing was not wixat 
they were doing at the present time 
but the leavening influence which, he
Smith sang the twin duet from "The day as m uch ns the newsies made)in a
week and paying fH'Cr tliii monc.v to ihc 
bbys. -Of the qrinirinv.* newsboys ^  
G arrett ltd  in saleSi ' 'v
French Maid.” . -
Mr. Grotc Stirling said it was a 
pleasure to represent the Board of 
Trade at the inaugural banquet,of the 
Gyro Club* because the aim of both 
bodits was the same—the good o f Kel­
owna. Everything fot the good of 
Kelowna was for the perm anent good 
of the valley, tlie Province, Canada and 
the Empire, and even their small activ­
ities in this corner of it vvent towards 
impire-building. He was sure their 
efforts would go towards brightening 
the outlook. Why was it that,-some 
people would not be optimists? W hy 
ir the future w hen. there was, so 
much tp .d o  in the present? H e be- 
ieve^ they , should instil the valuable 
old adage: “H alf the things that vye
worry about never happen, and. the 
other half are no t nearly as bad as w e 
thought they were going to be.” If 
they could make- use of the thought a t 
the back of this, they could do much to 
destrby the miserable spirit of pessi­
mism that worked SO- much harm. If  
they could meet the Tilings in the pre­
sent with a good, wholesome griu, they
Mr. G arrett deprecated tlsc nke 
things said about him 'and; to even Up., 
felt compelled 10 tnrow some bouquets 
in his trim, -vliich the mode.sty of M r.; 
Brown forbids us to make public. In 
his compliments he included Kelowna, 
which, he declared was '■100 per cent.” ' 
and the ' previous speakers. ■ - He appeal­
ed to the-Gyros to get out and boosb 
for . they had the finest country tin 
earth. They must look ori the sunny 
side, for the valley was bound to be 
prosperous; Vancouver was rapidly 
becoming a great port; -jthere were, 
forty ships in its harbour that day, and 
the. whole province m ust share in this; 
prosperity. T h ere  was no such' thing ‘ 
as pessimism in â  Gyro Club, and it . 
would do more for optimism than any 
Other organization. . The-. Mayor,, the 
local member and the President of the 
Board of Trade should take the Gyro^ 
Clrib into their confidence in anything 
that m ight come up. s This was. being 
done elsewhere, and he was sure the
„ « d  never fear He things in the  fnt- Gyro Clnh of Kelowna would respond
m an equal spirit of helpfulness. Lon-
ure
— o ---  , ,  , reached 1 wers in addition-to spraying, packingand the assembled company reacnea | ^
Veterans’ Associations’ 
Boyril Poster Competition 
closes definitely
31st
____________ Kelowna was honoured by being
aim mv -------- " j j-T th a t she looked 1 houses and modern machinery for 1 started by such a fine bunch of fellows
like “h f S e  "of W alea t „  grading apples. They are now ,called , ,  ,Hey had with them that " W .  fr»nr
• In  the picture Miss Nilsson says she I provide storage for winter var- Vancouver, and could not ”^ake a oet
encountered the most difficult role of . apples not wanted on the mar- ter getaway.. To have the installatiqn
lexe. i'tjrppr. Forsakinc her sex and id-l .n-xl ___Kv. f-Vio Tnt<*rnational- Vice-
G. Rutherford told a story against the
f¥
l ^ c h  donatioii o f  $1.20 
en title s  to  ticket-fo lder 
con tain ing  16 c o lo r-  
posters, g iv ing  an  op­
p o rtu n ity  o f w uuung 
1 st prize, i(bout
^  $ 5 5 , 5 S 5 . 0 0
 ̂ o r  o thers of the, 2,003 
prizes, com bined value, 
jt30,000, abou t $138,888.
Send Donation of $1.20 
and pl*|T *1̂® g»na«.
Addren d<malion» to any of the followins 
OigMiMtioiis Ot thcir btonches- s . 
V«tam>a* Aaaoclatlon ol Graat Britain,,XJJS
Park Ava- Montr^ . riMwGrant War VetnranaV Aaaoclatlon. Cltban
aada, 121
her career. rs i g_ r s e ^  picking time, and. cold storage performed by the International-Vice
cold^fieldt of the Dark Continent aridLq hold over-supplies of fresh ftui( for President, who \vould likely T)® t e 
^ o 4 s  and fights with the rough* chdr- ^fter picking to allow the international President nextw
acters of the veldt. ■ j   ̂I m arket to clean up and prevent a glut. I indeed a great honour. Mr. Holland
She at- Dehydrating inferior fruit and taking had aw onderful influence, and the Kel.
; iT o T h S T c x T c h a n ^ c te te  '.ho h a b t  S r o f  the tew-grade surplus fruits are „ „ „ a  Gyros would always teok^back
imeuts of”  mau. ' , - J  problems of the immediate future.. with pleasure to that evenmg aud to fhe
J‘The least of nty worries, although Pn-coolimr Plants inspiration derived from his address
hair,”pi, : t r S e “ i f  p S r G y r o s  certainly^o not lack de-
Old enough to necessary in every small-frmt-growmd ^
dresV m yJS ';" x o n ito V d ^ h e  stSr, “ I ld is tr ic t in order that they may tak e | was fined the 
had been in the habit of putting on my - ■
shoes before the outer apparel. I
BoUdlns, Ottawa,Amy and Na-vy Vatarana In BlAop Straat, Mpntra .̂Valarana In Canada,
clothes. ,
Ever since I was
of tL m Is a k a b le  surplus of fresh lo t times for un-Gyro-like references to
_________________   ̂ ,5-flfriii’t until a m arket is fouqd f^^ the International Vice-Presideiit as
it in the old.w ay T h e  berry industry so far h a s 'n o t "M r.” Holland. Seeking to remedy his
getting into my male garments, but at ih c  ^Der y ^ as fault in extending a welcoirie to Mr
ter finding that a pair of trousers vyill been able to organize as effectually as fault, m Doctor described
not go over shoes, I finally changed th®j'^he tree-fruit growers. There are three! Chas. . > . . .
order of things. . . .  to accustom big organizations representing the bulk him by his
n ,y e V t"% te th % » ''S V b u U o J^ ^ ^  the of the bcrry-ctop, but from ^u  ̂ inf„rmstion
K t  instead of the back ,as in femm- attem pt to com e . together on P ra in e lb y  a b.alctui glare anu ----------




STAR MAKES SUPREM E
FE M IN IN E  SACRIFICE
Anna Q. Nilsson Shears Her Mass Ol 
Golden T resfes To Masquerade 
A s A Man
I f  you Were a beautiful young v.o- 
If your wealth of , curly blonde
inc attire. Also, buttoning my coaU which ended irt
from left to right, instead of from r«eht| crmhlance of coni
to left, as I had been accustomed, pro­
ved a stumbling block against speedy
failure, that his first name was Charles. «So
-  .1  c I what is a Gyro novice to do to say thethere is no semblance of control. what is a vzy
At the Prairie end of the m arket a | right thing
dressint
At tiic rra ir ie  enu ‘ T  the gathering had sung a loca
very poor arrangem ent faces shippers. A f t ___hv Mr. Doiigah
The Gyros certainly intended as a 
club, declared Dr. MacEwen, tp work 
with all the other organizations in 
town for the good of the community.
Mr. G. C. Rose welcomed the cheer­
ing tone of youthful optitnism which 
characterized the Gyro organization, 
and urged the members to appreciate 
fully the value of the movement in 
breaking down the spirit of deadly is­
olation with which, the old-timers,
through adverse circumstances and the
trials of pioneer-days, had to , contend, 
and which, in many cases, had left in­
delible marks upon them. I t would
be their own fault if the Gyros suffered 
their enthusiasm tP wane, and he 
looked to see the club become one pf 
the strongest induence^^/for develop- 
men of a. community spirit throughout 
the district.
Mr. Fred Brown proceeded to con- 
from the Vancouver
■eluding, he suggested that the club 
should ^et somfe good songs and he , 
wound up, with some verses of his own 
on Kelowna, which made a great hit.
Mr. N. Leggatt very briefly expres­
sed his pleasure at being present upon 
such a happy occasion. .
In a few closing remarks, President- 
MacEwen voiced appreciation of all 
who had spoken to them th a t night,, 
and he' asked the members to show' 
their .thanks. Vigorous hand-clapping 
followed, with three rounds of cheers 
and a tiger and the singing of “They 
'Are Jolly Good FellPws.’’
■ W ith “Good-Night, Ladies” and tl 
National Anthem, an exceptionally a* 
picious occalfeion,. rich- in optimism 
refreshing to those who are bowed 
der life’s burdens, was brought 
close. : ■ t' .
greetings
hoped, would go on ‘“' . “J '* -  ^  ^  I oy'ro'’ciub, but interrupted by the
As an interval at this stage, mr. v j vjj ^ ^ Prnaidf>nt
of a fine for calling President
‘Dr.” . Sontinuing, he gaveroside« and Vice._Pre îde„t__au_d MacEwen
vited Mr. Dbugald McDougall to tell 
the Gyros about it in song.
Vancouver delegation to the Okana- 
and incidentally accused Gyro
Mr. MeDougal! aaid he had for apples
sung in public before, but he was 
with such enthusiasm that he had to 
“get it off his chest,’’ and he forthwith
proceeded to evoke bursts pf laughter
•with an original song containing digs 
at the officials concerned.
The next speaker, Mr. J. "W. Jones, 
MX.A., said he had attended many 
banquets in that room but he had never
and not knowing an apple tree from a
pine tree. After telling seven'll hum­
orous stories, he,turned , to  a more .ser­
ious vein and declared the time h'rid ar­
rived when young .men could band 
themselves together to do something 
for the common good. In  Vancouver, 
the Gyros had selected children’s play
seen so many o f T l o c a l  ;o u „ g  U.CU grouuds as an o W ^ iv e  a n ^  had
together, and the manner iri
X c h  .be iiroady  been achieved towards tb^s
urged the need of an objective m order it.
A contemporary prints the. fc 
yarii: On the Kettle Valley
from Hope to Penticton, B.G., 
Hamilton and fireman Oder 
No. 12 passenger train, sa- 
sitting on the track. The f  
the whistle and the chasfc 
coyote ran for six miles 
running from one side tr 
they approached the J' 
train was on the ani, 
fireman climbed out ' 
under the glare of th 
the coyote by the
with a swing. H '
back to the cab, w 
the coal shovel. ' 
about pounr’ 
having it dress
Mr. Brov;nou interest They! In choosing nieiribersto keep up the initial mteres . - local club not to aim for
could not afford to - " ' ' • “ '^ X a s I X m U y  but for quality,^ '/esti-
-people w'ere doing that,
cure the Kclowna Gyro_ .
drift and that they would have ' “'■J'| W he tekeu m 
definite <objcctive. He was glad
I s , " : ;  wS“ f Tto ulatten to draw from , the membcr^sh.p
X o m e ' t h e  visitors from the Coast. I in Vancouver was only
See
” , . l , , , ,  Doiifrald
iss Nilsson in I f w o n d e r f u l  L  control over the Gyro song, _  of “Clcmcn-
.koxv.;,,!. ■* the Pm oressl y existence. Much can be McDougall. to .the tunc of . Clemendual part in “Ponjola,’’ at t e E press 
Theatre, on Monday and Tuesday, Feb
25th and 26th.
r r r ; : ; : ^ x : ; ; s i u ^ “; h ; ; ; . h e | . i „ e ^ o f '^ ^ ^
growers arc properly in control of their the chairman called upon the guests 
Mr. H. Scougall. of Oliver, has im -joutput. as at present it ^  Gyros
ported a  racing pigeon which „ a s ,a - |f o r  overhead tu X b T d i : : | . h . v  the inspiration he hud received
from being with them that evening had 
done him a lot of good. H e expressed 
gratitude to the visitors from Vancour
^ rd e d  a distinguished service ccrtifi-l ations. I t  costs far too much to dis 
cate by the British Admiralty. I t  is tribute fruit on the Praincs; Astnbu _  
proposed to take up the sport of pig- tion now costs much more that he |do  ̂
eon racing at the new settlement. j fruit costs to produce.
135. Gyro» V.* •• — - - - 411 '  ft A
Kclowna had been favoured vvitli visits I meant „p to that mcan-
by representatives - f  Vancouver new aeclared the
tennis and aquatic associations. Gyro fo be: ' No m.an has a
Hhought this was the first time ® . . to leave the world as he found
any representatives of service clu s g the next speaker,
had conic up from Vancouver. g  told of a recent occasion
heartily wished the Kelowna the Vancouver Gyro Club chart-
success. and he hoped and hclicyc c jw  ̂ j n t i d  ff.-ive the newsboys 
club would he a credit to the city.
Dr. MacEwen assured Mr. Jones that 


















20 lbs. <1 
S U f jA R  .... t
b l u e  r i b b o n
. T E A  ..................
in view. 
Messrs. E. O. MacGinnis and Alex
cred a steamer and gave the 
of Vancouver a trip full of c.nioyment 
while a number of the members loc 
the place .of , .tlic boys on . the ?trc 
and sold papers, gathering m m ',
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DR. J. W. N. SHEPHERD
D E N T IS T
Cor. PondozI St. artd Lawrence Avo.
r BURNE & W E D D E L t
I Barriater, SoHcitora and
I Notarioa Public
E. C. Weddell John F. Burno 
(Established 1903) 
K ELO W N A , B. C.
HORRIS & MCWILLIAMS
BA RRISTERS, SO L IC ITO R S, 
N O TA R IES PU B LIC
(Successors to R. B. Kerr) .
Kelowna, B.C.RowelUfo Block.
RITCHIE & SHAW
BA RRISTERS. SO LIC ITO R S.
N O T A R IE S PU B LIC  
WlllUa Block ' Kelowna, B .C .
H E R B E R T  V. CRAIG
B A RR ISTER -A T-LA W  
S lilCITOR, N O TA R Y  PU B LIC
te Registrar of Titles, Kain- 
' '> loops).
K EL O W N A  - B.C.
V.M.-
MRS. A. J. PRITCHARD
L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M.
Silver Medalist (London, England) 
Teacher o f  Pianoforte and Theory. 
Studio: - - Casorso Block
Phone 464 t*. O. Box 294
THE KELOWNA PLIMBING 
and SHEET METAL WORKS
W. G. SCO TT, Proprietor 
Phones: Bus. 164 . Res, 91
P. O. Box 22
V ERNON G R A N ITE & 
M A RBLE CO.
Quarry! ^g and .Gut Stone Con­
tractors. Monuments, Tom bstones 
and General Cemetery W ork. 
Designs and Prices nsay be ob­
tained from  R. Minns, Local Agent
' F . W . G R O V E S ^
V , : , M. Can. Soc. C. E.
Consulting Civil and Hydraulic 
Engineer. B; C. Land Surveyor
Surveys and Reports on Irrijration Works 
Applications for W ater Licenses
K ELO W N A , B. C.
Tin? A IR in E f  i i i i i IS  F U L L  O F  T H IN G S Y O U  
S H O U L D N ’T  M ISS I
A good radio set in your home will 
’bring you entertainment that you 
could not get otherwise unless you 
lived in a lar^c city. By merely a 
turn of the dials you can listen to 
lectures, orchestras, operas, dance 
music and educational features. 
Why miss all this when for a rea­
sonable price we . can supply you 
with a set that will provide enter­
tainment all the year? '
R(idio sets and parts priced to suit
your pocket' book. At the pioneer 
Radio House of the Okanagan.





THERE’S only one way 
of finding out Jiow desirable 
otir pastry is. Take a cake 
—try a pie and you’ll say, 
“This is fine'.’’ When you’re 
fed by our bread you will 
say “This for mine.” All 
of the products of our bak- ; 
ery enjoy a first-clas^ family 
reputation. ;
SDtiierlaDf s Bakery
Phone 121 Bernard Ave.
THE KELOWNA COURIER
 ̂ ■ ' A N » -
Okanagan Orctiardlst.
Owned and Edited by 




To any address in the British Empire 
$2,S6 per year,. To the United
tates and other foreign countries 
$3.00 per year.
The COURIER docs not necessarily 
endorse the sentiments of :,any 
contributed article.
To ensure acceptance, all manuscript 
should be Icgib!” written on ■ one 
side of the paper only.- Typewritten 
■ copy is preferred.
Letters to the editor will not be ac- 
, cepted for publication over a “ilom 
de plume”; the writer’s correct name 
must be appended.
sanctioned, as their necessity, as well 
as their value as feeders tp the Cana­
dian National Railways’ system, wliich 
has been stated in strong terms by Sir 
Henry Thornton, was generally ad­
mitted.
Once again, then, we would urge
action by •every public body in the
Okanagan to leave no stonc^ unturned 
in an effort to h;»vc completion of the 
branches removed from the general bill 
and placed in the railway estimates for 
the year. ,
N U R S E S ’ H O M E  IS  O P E N E D
(Continued from page 1.)
Contributed m atte r received after 
W ednesday noon will nof be pub­
lished until the  following week.
ADVERTISING RATES
ADDOTT & MeDOUGALL
B.. C. LAND SU RV EY O RS AND 
C IV IL  EN G IN E E R S 
Hewetson & M antle Block 
K ELO W N A
JOSEPH ROSSI 
CONTRACTOR  
Plastering and Masonry 
Office: - D. Chapman B am
Phone 298
W O O D  F O R  SALE
Pine and Fir. Quality and quan­
tity guaranteed. Price,. $3.50.
J. W . C. TH O M PSO N  
Phone 3154
Classified Advertisements—Such as 
For Sale, Lost, Found, Warited, 
etc.,, under heading "Want Ads.” 
First insertion, .15 cents per line; 
each additional insertion, without 
change of matter, 10 cents per line. 
Minimum charge per Week, 30 
cents. Count five words to line. 
Each initial and group of not more 
than five figures counts as a word 
Filing fee for box numbers, c/o 
The Courier, if desired. 10 cents 
'extra..
Transient and Contract , Advertise- 
ments—jRates quoted on application 
Legal arid Municipal Advertising- 
First insertion, IS cents per line, 
each subsequent insertion, 10 cents 
per line.
C ontract advertisers will please' note 
that, to  insure insertion in  the cur­
rent week’s issue, all changes of 
advertisem ents miiist reach this 
office by M onday night. T his rule 
is in the m utual interests of patrons 
and publisher, to  avoid a congestion 
on W ednesday and Thursday and 
consequent n ight work, and tc 
facilitate publication o f The Courier 
so as to  reach country customerF 
before Saturday.
TH U R SD A Y , FE B R U A R Y  21, 1924
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Is possible to all 'when 
your eyes hatre been pro­
perly tested and fitted 
w ith glasses. ‘
In testing w e use the 
m ost modern instruments 
a n d , prescribe the best 
lenses procurable.
C O N SU L T  U S A B O U T  
Y O U R  E Y E S.
C H U R C H  N O T IC E S
C. N. R. BRA N C H  C O M P L E T IO N
The following dispatch, appeared in 
Tuesday’s “Vancouver World:”
“OTTAWA, Feb. 19.—(Special to 
the Including the lines pro
jected in British Columbia, the (^ana 
dian National branch lines bill will be 
introduced again this session, and, what 
is more, it will be on the three-year 
basis originally proposed. '
. “ Tt would take ten, not three, years 
to construct the lines on annual es­
timates,’: said the Minister of Railways 
today. ‘We could not get started before 
June, if we had to wait for annua'* 
votes, and the harvesting would inter­
fere with labour and finally the frost.
“The government is preparing to 
fight the Senate to a finish on the ques­
tion. ■ ' -
" One excuse of the . • Senate in 
throwing out the measure last year 
was that annuaF estimates' vyere not 
provided
A crassly obstinate government is 
therefore going to run its head once 
more against a stone wall, and we 
would not shed any tears over the re­
sultant bump were it not for the fact 
that the Okanagan is very intimately 
concerned.
It is matter of general knowledge 
that the first unit of the Canadian Na­
tional Railways system, the Intercolon­
ial, for many years was used as a politi­
cal lever by both the federal parties, 
and there is no reason to suppose that 
there has been a complete change of 
heart in this respect. In the past, bran­
ches of the Intercolonial were built to 
placate the electorate rather than for 
the traffic they were likely to produce
Coalmont Lump ........   $10.50
(B.C. coal) Egg Nut ........ $9.80
Newcastle Lump ..........  $12.20
(Druiriheller) Egg Nut .... $10.40
City Dcli|vcry ............ $1.00 per ton
Phone your requirements to 371
AMPBELL 
: O A L  , 
OMPANY
Yard - - - Cawston Ave.
Office: at The Jenkins Co. barn
SO U TH  OKANAGAN 
E L E qX O R A L  D IS T R IC T
Notice is hereby , given that the final 
date for closing the List of Voters for 
th e  South Okanagan Electoral Dis­
trict will be 2Sth February, 1924.
A nd that a Court of Revision will be 
held in my Office, Bernard Ave., Ke­
lowna, on Monday, 7th of April, 1924.
/ D. H RATTENBURY, 
Registrar of Voters for South 
26-2c Okanagan.
ST..MICHAEL & ALL An g e l s , for the main line, and it is charged 
Feb. 24, Sdkagesima Sunday. 10 a.m., that some of the lines contemplated 
Scouts’ Own Bible Class. 11, Matinsjin the bill defeated last year were in 
Holy Communion and sermon. 2.30 p. the same category. It is difficult at 
m., Sunday School. 7.30, Evensong and this distance to ascertain what measure 
sermon.  ̂ of truth there is in th is. criticism, but
i’cb. 25, St. Matthias’ Day. 10 a.m., one thing is certain, tha.t the partly 
Communion. completed Okanagan branches of the
EAST, KELOWNA (Anglican), C. N. R. suffer by inclusion in the 
Feb.: 24 11, Matins aiid Holy Com- same bill with projects upon which 
munion. 2.30 p.m., Sunday School. not a shovelful of earth has been mov- 
RUTLAND (Anglican), 2.30 p.m., ed, and as to whose necessity there are 
Sunday School. 3 p.m., service and such marked differences of opinion.
Both in the Prcsb3'terian The Okanagan branches are in an cn- 
Church. I tirely different class; the work upon
them has been completed to the ex-
they
and their sympathy for the sick and 
suffering. After many years a house 
had been found for the nurses, but it 
was at a distance from the Hospital 
and its tenure was uncertain. Now, 
this was all past and tlicy had a bcau-̂  
tiful Home, where they could rest 
after their work. He quoted the testi­
mony of patients as to the splendid 
treatment they had received, given to 
him because a clergyman had the con­
fidence of his people. The- kindness 
and considcratcncss that was irf ail our 
hospitals was due to Christianity, 
which had taught the healing, power o 
goodness. It was contained in one 
word—sympathy.
Then .he wished to pay a tribute to 
the doctors. They had always kept 
in touch with him as to the proper 
time to visit patients and had helped 
him in every possible way. All hon 
our was due ,to the profession of medi­
cine; in kindness and humanity no pro­
fession excelled the doctors.
,jjThe, next speaker, Mayor Suther­
land, was introduced as always hav­
ing been in close contact with the 
Directors and as having taken a keen 
interest in the work of the Hospital.
His: Worship said that the ceremony 
that day had brought to mind that 
quite a number of thi)se who were at 
the dedication of the Hospital were 
also Jn attendance on the present oc. 
casion, but there was one who had an 
outstanding place in his memory above 
all - others, to whose public spirit the 
existence of the Hospital was princi 
pally due. He referred to Mr, T. W. 
Stirling, who, donated the fourteen 
acres upon which the new H®nfe and 
the Hospital stood, and that gentle 
man and Mrs. Stirling had done a 
great deal in other ways to assist the 
Hospital. ' Y
To have such an institution-as the 
Hospital required the devotion of a 
lot-of time by some one, and during 
the past sixteen years a number of 
men and . women had given much time 
to the work, and should not be for­
gotten. The Hospital had gone through 
very trying rimes, arid few realized the 
responsibility those people had carried 
during all those years, through which 
the institution until last year had re­
ceived no further: help from the City 
than an annual refund of water and 
light charges—a small, matter. Other 
cities in the Province had made grants 
of large sums to their hospitals. He 
wished to remove any erroneous im­
pression that might have been created 
by what had. taken place at a Council 
meeting, as reported in the local press, 
and to state that there Would not likely 
be any further demands by the Hospi­
tal Society upon the City.
It was by doing something for their 
fellow men that the mental and moral 
uplift was obtained which was so ne­
cessary at the-present time. If there 
was no opportunity for doing criminal
G O E S  O N  S A L E
FRIDAY, FEB. 22nil, TO FRIDAY, FEB. 28tll
NO RESERVE - ’ EVERYTHING GOES
New spring merebandise™ Ginghams, Sheetings, House 
Furnishings, Flannelettes, Shoes, Men's Furnishings, etc.
Don’t miss this grand opportunity of purchasing high-class 
rnerchahdise at ridiculously low prices. Price 
tickets show the wonderful saving.
F .  F u m e r t o n
KELOWNA, B.C.
G o .
open fireplace, bedroom, bathroom and 
sleeping porch. The rest of the main 
floor contains housekeeper’s quarters 
with kitchenette, two bedrooms, • each 
to accommodate two nurses, a large 
linen closet, lavatory and bathroom.
A wide staircase at the back of the 
building leads to the upper floor, and 
a down flight gives access to the base­
ment, which also has a separate ent­
rance from the rear. The upper floor 
is divided into three bedrooms, two of 
them for two nurses each and one for
, -  • , Tf three nurses, a linen closet, bathroom,
things, there -would be no crimmajs.^ If | lavatory, washroom and a small study
there was no' opportunity fo r, doing 
good things, there would be no good 
people, Here, in the Hospital, was the 
opportunity to do some,thing really 
worth while for their'fellows.
The Maj’or concluded with the brief 
announcement: "I now declare this 
Nurses’ Horne open.”
Upon the invitation of Mr, McCosh, 
a large number of those present then 
entered the building and inspected its
for the use of probationers
Throughout the Home the passages 
are 5 ft. wide and the Windows are 
large, so that it has the aspect of being 
exceptionally roomj’̂ and well ventilat­
ed. A large window on the main stair­
way, much commented upon by visit­
ors, adds considerably to this effect.
The building is heated throughout by 
hot water. There are three baths, three 
toilets, eight basins, one sink and one
BIG AUCTION SALE
arrangements. Tea and cake were | laundry tub. Insurance against damp
dispensed by the Hospital Ladies Aid 
and Winstone’s Orchestra rendered a 
pleasing musical programme.
UNITED CHURCH. 11 aim., topic tent of about four-fifths, and j 
‘‘The Lord’s Brother.” 7.30 p.m., should rank as portions of the C. N. R
Hymnwriters: Horatius Bonar. . ’ system, for completion of which the 
Sunday School, 2.30 p.m. Prayer necessary funds should be provider 
Meeting, Wednesday evening. from the railway estimates annually
Voted in the usual course..
BAPTIST CHURCH. Feb. 24th I dispatch itself, published in a
services. Morning: Sunday School lo’ .supporting the government
45; Public Worship, 11.30. subject | the erroneous view taken of
“The Vision of Eternal Things” Ev- position of the Okanagan branches, 
cning: Preaching Service. 7.30; sub- Jt to “the lines^ projected m
jeet “Entering the Kingdom.” British Columbia. SurelytheO kana-
At the evening service the male trio branches have got beyond the 
will sing “The Church in the Wild- Project stage, with the grade complet 
wood." ed and awaiting only the necessary
Each evening, throughout the week, I of the roadbed necessitated
Monday to Friday inclusive, Feb. 25-̂ M̂ y ravages of the weather since-con 
29, Rev. Don Campbell will assist the building of bridges and
Pastor , in special evangelistic services, laying of steel, to be put in operation, 
commencing at 7.45, with a 15-minutc If the people of the Okanagan re- 
soug service. The choir and men’s main supine and permit the govern- 
frib will also furnish special music. | ment, without protest, to include once
more the Okanagan branches in the
Colour Comparisons I ‘"'•“J® .submitted to the Senate alonglAt. w  ya. ^ misccllancous lot of projects of
An old coloured man was burning doubtful utility, then they can aban-
dcad grass. A sm art Alee watching 
lim rem arked: "You’re foolish to  do 
that Uncle. I t  will make the meadow 
black as you arc.”
. “Don’t  w orry ’bout dat sah,” replied 
the old man, “dat grass will grow out 
and be as green as you is.”
don hope of completion of the lines 
•for an indefinite number of years. 
Both in the House and in the Senate 
last session sympathy was expressed 
with the Okanagan by opponents of the 
bill, and it was freely stated that if 
the  Okanagan branches were subniitted 
by themselves or through the railway 
estimates, their completion would be
The Building
The Home, which is situated upon 
the Strathcona Avenue frontage of the 
Hospital property, is a commodious 
(building of comfortable and pleasing 
appearance, 66 by 33 feet in size ex­
clusive of projections, two stories 
high of frame construction upon a 
substantial concrete semi-basenient. 
The outside finish consists of shingles 
and rough-cast. A Gothic porch, car­
ried on eight heavy columns' and 
painted a deep chocolate, provides a 
dignified entrance and effectively 
jreaks the flatness of the-’front. A large 
verandah, carried out in the same style 
as the porch, fronts on the west side 
facing the lake.
As the top story is of full height, 
the plastering of the bedrooms being 
carried out completely clear of the 
roof, and the roof itself is also well 
ventilatedi it is expected that the upper 
rooms will be reasonably cool, even in 
the hottest weather. '
In the basement are provided ^wo 
bedrooms for the night-nursing staff, 
one for a graduate nurse and one for 
two assistants, so that they can rest 
undisturbed during the daytime. The 
remainder of the basement is taken up 
by a furnace room, a large trunk room 
and small laundry for the use of the 
staff, also a coal storage cellar. A por­
tion of the space under the building 
has not been utilized and can be put 
into service later, if required.
The main floor, entered directly 
from the front porch, contains an en­
trance hall, 9 ft. by 13 ft., panelled 5 
ft. up from the floor and with a beam­
ed ceiling. Qn the right opens the 
large living-room,' 28 ft. by 16 ft. 6 
ins., which is perhaps the main, fea­
ture of the entire budding, presenting, 
with its large open fireplace, its pan­
elled walls and beamed ceiling, a very 
cosy and homelike appearance.
Behind the living-room and opening 
off the rear of the,entrance hall'is the 
private suite of the Matron, consisting 
of a sitting-room, 15 ft. by 12 ft, with
in the basement has» been effected by 
special waterproofing with a mixture 
of cement, tar and other substances.
Fire must always be considered as a 
pontingency, and exits are provided in 
addition to the central staircase by a 
metal fire escape at each end of the, 
house, running from the top to the 
ground. There is also an external 
staircase from the top floor to the base­
ment. .
The problem facing the architect, 
C6l. Cullin, was to provide accommo­
dation for nineteen ocople at compara­
tively small cost, and at the same tirne 
to construct a durable and substantial 
building. This has been achieved 
throughout with the best of materials 
and workmanship coupled with sim­
plicity of finish, the only “frills” being 
the panelling and beams in the entrance 
hall and living-room, arid the result 
reflects great credit upon the architect 
and the contractors, Messrs. Millar & 
Emslic, of Kelowna, who submitted 
the lowest bid of $10,500 out of five 
tenders. Heating and plumbing formed 
a separate contract, which was very 
satisfactorily carried Out at a cost of 
$3,895 by Mr; T. Galbraith, of Kelowna, 
the lowest of four bidders. : The total 
contract cost of the building is thus 
$14,395.
Arrangements having been made, I 
will sell at the residence of Mr, E. S. 
Johnson, Winfield, on
W e d n e s d a y ; m a r c h  1 2 th, 1 9 2 4
all of the Household Furniture and 
outdoor movables, consisting of—
1 Gerard Heintzman Piano in mahog­
any case (nearly new).
1 Piano Bench.
1 Mahogany 3-piece Parlor Suite in 
Silk. 1 Oak Rocker.
1 Leather Upholstered Arm Chair.
1 Sectional Book Case (Mission oak).
1 Mahogany Pedestal;
2 Jardiniere Stands. 2 Foot Stools.
2 Folding Card Tables.
1 quarter-cut Oak Morris Chair.
1 Writing Deck (M'ission oak).
250 assorted Books. 1 set Book Shelves 
1 Arab Bust, 2 Brussels Rugs, 3x5. 
1 Brussels Rug, 6 x 6 .
1 Brussels Rug; 10'6"xl2.
3 Brussels Rugs, 2 '6" x 4. .
1 Brussels Rug, 7x9'6"
25 assorted Pictures.'
1 Swivel Office Chair.
1 Extension Dining Table, fumed oak. 
6 Dining Chairs to match.
1 Buffet in fumed oak.
1 Hall Set in oak.
1 Brass Bed, Ostermoore Mattress and
Spring. 3 Dressers.
3 Wash Stands.
2 Beds, Springs and Mattresses.
1 Three-quarter Bed.
1 Large Clothes Chest.
1 “Singer” Sewing Machine.
1 Steer Chair.
,1 Gun Cabinet in walnut. _
1 Winchester Automatic Rifle.
1 Winchester Rifle. 1 .22 Rifle.
2 Double Barrel Shot Guns.
3 Rockers. 2 Small Stands.
3 Heaters and Pipes.
1 Steel Fishing Rod.
1 Bicycle. 1 Steel Range.
3 Tables. 2 Chairs. 2 Mirrors,
1 Cupboard. 2 Clothes Racks,
1 three-burner “ Perfection” Oil Stove.
1 water motor Washing Machine.
1, Wringer;. - Medicine Cabinet, 
Big lot Home Canned Goods.
1 Oil Heater,
Crocks, Brushes, Lamps, Kitchen U- 
tcnsils of all kinds, etc,, etc. 
Outside Goods
25 Rhode Island Red Chickens,
1 Democrat Wagon, Pole and Shafts.
1 Buggy. 2 sets of Harness.
1 Sleigh.
IM P O R T A N T
AUemSALE
The furnishing.arid equipment of the 
Home has been undertaken by the 
Hospital Ladies Aid, assisted by the , ' c
following and other generous contri- j 3 Stock Saddles, 
biitions: Westbank District, one bed- 1 Platform Scale, 
room, complete; The Girls Aid, one | Large lot of Rick Wood 
bedroom, complete, with three beds;  ̂ ■t' - - -
The Jack McMillan Chapter, I. O. D.
E., one bedroom, complete; anony­
mous, one bedroom, complete; anony­
mous-, gift of $200 for the Matrori’s 
suite. The furniture in the tcinporary 
quarters occupied by the nursing staff 
has also been utilized, being subjected 
tQ thorough renovation and repair.
I  will sell at the re , *nce of 
Mr. G. M. ST A N L E Y , Gleilmore 
T H U R S D A Y , M A R C H  6th, 1924
all of the high grade Household Fur­
niture, Stock and outdoor movables, as 
follows in part:—T
1 fine “Nordheimer’? Piano, mahogany 
case. 1 Music Cabinet.
1 Edison . Gramaphone and Records.
1 Tapestry Upholstered Couch.
1 Rattan Rocker. 2 Reed Rockers.
1 Oak Rocker. 2 Upholstered Chairs.
1 Card Table. 1 Wicker Tabic.
1 large Axminster Square. ;
Rcigs and Runners. - ',}■
1 Jardiniere Stand and Jardinieres.
1 Smoking Cabinet.
1 Library Table in Mission Oak.
1 Sectional Bookcase in golden oak.
1 Hall Stand.
1 Hail Bench in Mission oak.
1 Caribou Head. 1 Hail Carpet.
1 extra fine Dining Room Suite, Mis- 
ion oak (cost $350.00), consisting 
of Buffet, China Cabinet, Dinner 
Wagon, Side Table, Pedestal Ta- 
, ble and six ^Chairs, upholstered in 
leather. ■
1 Bed Room Suite in bird’s eye maple, 
consisting of large Dresser, Chiff­
onier, Bed, Spring arid Mattress,
. Wash Stand and Table.
1 Bed, Spring and Mattress.
1 Dresser and Stand. T Box Couch.
2 Toilet Sets. Bed Room Carpets. . 
1 Camp Bed and Mattress.
1 Chest of Drawers.
1 Medicine Cabinet.
1 Vacuum Carpet Sweeper.
Singer Sewing Machine (Drop 
Head). •
1 Coal Heater. Curtain Poles and Rods 
Child’s Table and Chair.
1 Steel Kitchen Range.
1 “Florence” 3-burner Oil Stove and 
Oven, ^  1 Refrigerator.
Kitchen Tables and Chairs.
1 Washing Machine. 1 Wringer.
1 Bath Tub. 1 Cedar Cupboard.
2 Water Cans. 3 Window Awnings. 
Aluminum Ware, -Granite, Ware, C|roc-
kery, etc.
75 Assorted Preserves,
1 Bicycle, almost new.
Ou “
Finally the riddle of the centuries Jias 
been solved: a chicken crosses the
road for the same reason that a moior- 
ist crosses railroad tracks without look­
ing.
Carperiter Tools, Hoes, Forks, Prun­
ing Tools, and a lot of other small 
articles too numerous to mention 
here.
No reserve; everything must go.
Terms—-Cash. Sale a t 1 p.m.
G. H . K E R R  - Auctioneer
'27-3c
Owing to the mildness of the winter, 
the West Arm of the Kootenay lake is 
free from ice and the steamers can 
navigate direct from Nelson to Koot­
enay Landing. , ,
tside Goods 
1 extra good Cow, 7 years old, due to 
freshen, about April 1st.
1 Horse, good worker.
1 lot ' pure bred Rhode Island Red 
Chickens.
1 Disc Harrow.
1 set Spring Tooth Harrows.
1 set Drag Harrows, 1 Cultivator. 
1 Plow.
1 Steel Wheel Turn-under Wagon. 
Wagon Springs. Driving Buggy.
2 sets Harness.
Tools of all kinds, etc., etc.
Sale a t 1 p.m. sharp.
G. H . K E R R  . - Auctioneer
27-2c
The Municipality of Penticton now 
owns $31,000 worth of property, realty 














First insertion;, 15 cents pee 
each additional insertion. 10 
per linle. Minimum charge 
' week, 30 cents. ' '
In estimating the Cost of ah adver­
tisement, subject to the minimum 
.charge ari stated above, each initial, 
abbreviation or group of figures not 
‘exceeding five counts as one _ word, 
and five words count as one line.
If BO desirĈ d; advertisers may have 
replies addressed to a- box number, 
care of The Courier,, and forwarded 
ifo their private address, or delivered 
on call at office. For this service, add
JO cents to cover postage or filing.
F b R  8ALE<~MisccUaneoua
FOR SA L E -^olstein  eow. 
; 262-R4, Rutland. .
Phone
27-lc
FOR SALE—Good general pdrposc 
marc, quiet, reliable, good worker. 
Apply, No. 434, Courier. 27-lp
T O ft SALE— B.S.A. double-barrelled 
new shot gun, chambered for 2} '̂^
d ^ ts  • dd . %<«•«' j , «_^ . ^ a.C a. ';and 3" shells. Flat case, loading outfit, 
empty ’3" cases, powder ,̂^wads, shot Ond8 O' .
cleaning outfit. Snap: $50.00 cash. Box 
), Oki - -' JOO p angan . Mission. 27-lp
FORD TOURING CAR for sale, 
good condition. ,H. C. Atack, P.O. 
(Box 72S, Kelowna. < 26-3p
H ELP WANTED
WANTED—Competent middle aged 
woman for general housework. One 
able lo take full charge. Apply, Mrs. B. 
McDonald. 27-lp
Local and Personal
Mrs. T. R. Grainger left today for I OKANAGAN-GROWN NUTS 
Mclfort, Sask. I FOR EM PIRE EXHIBITION
SITUATIONS WANTED
ENGLISH GIRL^ age 22, desires pos  ̂ ............. .
ition, do anytliing, town or, ranch. I Coast, on Monday, 
Towers, 220 Ellison St., Vernon. Phone 
438. 27-1 p '
LO ST
Mr. D, Lcckic is spciidiiig a short I An attractive display of Okiinagan 
holiday at the Coast. grown nuts in the window of T. Law-
w » . r, . • 80« Ltd. on Saturday afternoon drew
Mr. J. Mallet I urct is now convul-Kj|^ interested attention of ntuny pass
Miss Hann.ih Crosby left today for|«»‘='"K ers-by. They constituted an exhibit U
Next Sunday the members of ‘‘D"
Mr. and Mrs. E. Fowler went to the U. and D. Gcllatly, of tL  Roscfici!I ♦i.e butts at Knox Mountain. Nursery at Gcllatly, about ci^ht
M.. M..« Q V Ttr-iv nnl N. Slatcr, of Vcmou, former miles south of Kelowna. The mits in-
manager of the Kelowna Growers’ Ex- eluded three varieties of English anc 
change, is spending the day here. I three of Japanese walnuts, Two
I sweet chestnuts, and one each ot al- 
Brig.-Gcn. J .  M. Ross, G.O.C. M.D.jmomls, hazel nuts, filberts, black wal- 
11, is to hold an inspection' of “D’’|mjts and biitternuts, and were put up
[Saturd^ for Vancouver.
Major J. C. MacDonald was a pass
LOST—Sparc tire and rim, .about ten eiigcr to Victoria on Monday.
days _ago. Reward if Carruthers left on Mon-1 Company, R.M.R. here bn the 7th of j jj, glass’jars with tlic exception of the
I rcnwitli, Ktiown.u i  nont . ^  M;jrch. Japanese nuts, which were artistically
’ ’Ore. Tk*.. ixr TT A.,1 II I „ ... and suitably mounted upon a Japanese
' j  ̂ Mrs. W. H. Arbucklc, who was a P^J'lart tray. Some of the nuts were shown 
Mr. F. B. Jacques, of Vernon, spent tient .at the Kelowna General Hospi- jtj, gi^di removed, a
James H. 
187.
LOST—From Winfield, cullic dog“ whulorVoAVv R roat'ert R R ' i Ke.;i Ĵ lr. P. J3. , t v r , t 1 u .u .11 iiic ivci  ytucr i «u» i- 1 ,icll r , nd it
T ”1 town on his vjay tal, was sufficiently well to return to ^ ,,g  ^ revelation to all to note the cx-
loWiia, plioiic 400-1.4. Penticton. her homo on Monday. tra  large  size of the English walnuts,
STRAYED Dr. P. A: M. Lystcr left.9.1 Tuesday| BlucbW^^ II'i'lT. ‘T r S  “n o f  l " e n " r a S ’’ fe ^
STRAY ED -On to^^.y ouc | | S t f  p S j f  P  c K f r ^ o r u s ^ a lroan pinto bald-faced gcldiUg,i If not j t>dtil next fall
claimed in two weeks will be sold. 
Owner may have same by paying 
pcnscs. A. Fazan, R.R. 1, Vernon
bo grown in this district, and the Gell-
Mr. P. E. Doncaster, District Engin-_____ _ ______________ _ latV 'brothers deserve much credit tor
cx- L cr at Nelson for the’ federal Depart- The Work of demolishing the old their pioneer efforts in the culture of 
i , B.C, „^j.ot of Public Works, paid the city a Lequime store building on Bernard what promises to be a valuable acldi- 
I Visit on Tuesday., | Avc., which has been progressing forltion to the crop resources of the Oka-
the past week, is-now almost complete, j nagan
HAY FOR SALE—Timothy, clover 
and alfalfa. Apply. W. D. Hobson, 
(plcanagan Mission, ,.X
■FDR SALE—5' johs. Marquis spring 
Wheat.; Apply, M* Hpr.erdn. , ; ,2p-2p
FO R  SALE* or EX<HANGE-^2^ 
acres, 3J4 miles froiiii K«l<wna; 90 
\young , fruit trees;' ^elloW Newtown^ 
Jand McIntosh; l ;acre Ta8pbwrries,“cur
' ,rants; ■ up-to-date 'ROOT CELLAR
(concrete) and outbuildings, all practi- 
ically new. tWill exchange for house 
;and lot SOUTH of Bernard Avc., Ke­
lowna. Investigate this. . Post Office 
Box 206, Kelowna, B. C. - 23-tfc
F O R  SALE—Dry pine and fir woodi 
Apply;-R. Lambly, . Phone 392-R2.
21-tfc
F O R  SALE—Good, hay with good co- 
■s lour; also pure clover and second 
crop, well cured, suitable for milk cows. 
Delivered anywhere at . reasonable 
j>riccs. Apply, Anthony Casorso, Phone 
J93-L2. 21-tfc
F O R  SALE^—Mangels, at farm or de­
livered. Apply, Anthony Casorso, 
fPhone 293-L2. 21-tfc
F O R  SALE—Wood 1 Wood! Wpodl 
Best quality, best service, .price right. 
j \ .  -Ramsay. Phone 91-L3. . 25-4p
BEES—Italian bees, full colonies, 
free from disease, all headed with 
very fine young queens from purebred 
stock; dovetailed hives, reversible bot- 
•toms, inner covers and metal top outer 
vcovera, well painted.- Price, $15.50 per 
i^colony, f.o.b. Order early. 20% cash 
-with order; balance by April ISth. An- 
fithony Casorso, Box 659, Kelowna, B.G 
. 23-tIc
FOR BARGAINS in furniture, ranges, 
linoleum, beds, etc., call and inspect 
'the large variety at Jones & Tempest.
4-tfc
FOR SALE—Five horse power Scho- 
field-Holden motor boat engine. Bar- 
<gain. Write No. 368, Courier. 37-tfc
FORD COUPE for sale, or will ex­
change for good piano. Mason & 
Risch, Ltd. 23-tfc
'$15.50 H Ei S  S $15.50 
IT A L IA N  or CARNIOLAN. FULL 
rColonies. From Pure Bred Gentle 
tStock, prolific. Young Queen heads 
.each Colony. Standard Equipment. Re 
-versible bottom, . dovetailed Brood 
.^Chamber, inner Coyer and  ̂Metal Top 
-.Outer, Cover, all well painted. NO 
JDISEASE. Orders shipped Strictly 
in Rotation from April 15th. Will .con­
tract date of shipping or Forfeit $1.00 
per day after date. $15.50 per Colony.
' Prices on Fully Equipped Colonies, on
request. Qrder early,jbnly 80 Colonies 
to sell. 25% cash with order. Balance
by April 15th 
TH E BENVOULIN APIARIES 
Box 206, Kelownaj B. C.
25-tfc Alex. Mott, Prop.
POULTRY AND EGGS
DAY OLD CHICKS from Bear Creek 
Ranch. Thirty prizes won at the Fall 
Shows at Kelowna, Vernon and Pen­
ticton. Chicks from prize pens Single 
Comb White Leghorns, 40c each; oth- 
:ers from some strain, 25c. Delivery in 
Kelowna. Order now for end of March 
and April. Manager, Box 113, Kelowna.
27-4c
.ORDERS TAKEN for day-old chicks.
2Sc. White Leghorns, culled and 
• tested annually by A lf .-Notlcy. Once 
•had, always had. Phone 378-Rl. P.O. 
Box 106. 27-3c
Announcements
Fifteen cents per line, each inser­
tion; minimum chavge, 30 cents. 
Count fiye words to line. Each 
initial and group of not more 
. than five, figures counts as 
’ .'word..;.','
Mrs. A. R. Drysdalc, returned from j it fa' understood that a permanent I The exhibit was forwarded on Mon- 
Qucbcc on Tuesday. She and Mr. Dry-j brick'structure will take its place. day to England per express by Mr. F, 
sdalc arc leaving next Monday on aj . , R. E. DeHart, accompanied by some
week's trip to'the Coast. / Percy Burrows was ch.nrgcd in tnc^j,ojge ...jjnpiyg of Havana leaf tobac-
City Police Court b|st Thursday with co suitable for cigar Wrappers and bin-
and Feb, 27th; j Court for his refusal to state where served in liquid in order to show the 
lie, air interdict, had secured liquor.L^uts on the branches with foliage,-and
Mr. B. Hoy, Assistant District Hor. I
ticiiiturist, who,niidcrwcnt a nimor| As wc go to press a meeting of the Kelowna pr’oilucts pn tlis-
fruit growers of this district is l . „  .i;c+r:,.f chn„lri m n k n i m -akc an im 
varied resources
Wihifo* Rinot 1 'Kelowna Hospital last [ soft  i t I . , o nV ni l i
fiO is able to attend again to his being held In the Board of Trade Hall
lophone 89. ^  official duties. ‘ with Mr. L. E. Taylor in the chair.
PATRICK’S DAY. . Concert ̂ and '  The local officials of the Provincial -----------------
shdes. 27-1c Department of Works arc on the look-
■out for a truck that has been carrying W e s t ^  n  1924 NOW AVAILABLE
■v
Plan to meet 
• your friends at 
CHAPIN'S
'in *'' *
Holman’s Transfer. Phone 
254.' ' ■
ny;,111 roads in this vicinity. ’ "Mr;"* wy* M^lfson,’* The new Spray Calendar fo  ̂ 1924
On the 13th inst the Citv oolice expert of the C.P.R., and Mr. J. A. has just been isSued by the Horticul- Un the _lJth ‘nat-. the ,l.ity police i . Kr„it Markets rornmis- tural Branch of the Provincial Depart-made a raid on the Royal Hotel, and Grant,- federal Fruit Market^s Commis-. ^  ^  of Agriculture It contains' full 
20-tfc I on the following^ day the proprietor | sjoner, are also attending the meeting. | gg best sprays and
was fined $25 and costs for permitting! The members of the Kelowna Worn-1 other methods of control to be used in 
drunkenness on ms premises. - en’s Institute wish to inform the public the .combating-of different insects and 
10-tfc A generar meeting of the Kelowna that the repaip necessary to the .mar- diseases aUacldng the v^^^^
Scottish Society w arheld in the Soc-|ket premises m all probabihty will be | grown in the Prô ^̂ ^̂
72
. .  T i. n  • 1 * t, f • hetv’s Hall last Thursday evening with completed by the end'of this week, and, which is of great value to fruit grow-
Mr.JohnBprthwick, teacher of pian- >cty s the weather continues favourable,, it ers, is free and »nay be obtained upon
oforte and singing, begs to announce | a. ^  to open'the market early in application to the Department of A-V'- ■ thp h!v;inpq<? of the meetinc had been is hoped to open tne marxer eariy in application 10 me i-»cparuui.ni
that he now r^ides on Harvey Avenue, a nlcaSnt sfeial d a S  probably Saturday, March 1st. griculture, Victoria, or from any of
East of Richter Street, phone 40L L 1. a t te n d e ^  a pleasant social ®Lpbey have decided that Saturday will branch offices of the Departm
21-tfcUO . ‘ be the market day each week, and any-1 throughout the Province
The Rev. Don Campbell will hold one wishing to reserve a stall .would'* *
JUST THINK 1 February 29th I sp'eciar evangelistic services in the Bap-1 <jo weir to send in an application at j KELOWNA FRU IT AND 
comes/but once in four years. Keep tist Church each evening during the once as there are only a limited num-j VEGETABLE SHIPM ENTS
this date open for the Leap Year Ball vveek Feb. 2Sth to 29th, inclusive, com- ber.
given by .h .  Scon. Auxiliary. 25-3c Over one bundred and forty people I For The Week Feb. 16U., 1924
The Soutt^OkaM gM  District Asd ^!' S °  hd lfu'rse°“’H 1924
1 ”  The Directors of the Kelowna Hosp- erting, which was a most successful af-J . ............. ................ . 9
Briri8h_Columbia will hold a J[h®ohng gQj.jgjy^ggjj.g acknowledge with j fair. The music was exceptionally good ,  ^  . ». Vefn>table<? 3
m the_Board of Trade Room on Satvu:-1 receiot of the following donartahd was contributed by Mrs. A. Mc-|__ . , ® 2J -D 1. no J 1. in ..... r— 4.U.. Ithanks p f n ^  ,
day, Feb. 23rd, at 10 &im,,for the pi^'^ tions during the month of January: Millaii, Mrs. J. N. Cushing, Miss Bay Vegetables
A- A. f iW d ,  $19; Mr. Wm. Har- Burtch ahd Miss Phyllis TeaguC, pia-'
^ e n  to secure the completion of Ae |3.o6; Mr. C. J. Packham, no, Messrs. D. Whitham and J. C. Ri-
^2.0^ box, $4.75. chards, violin, and D. Whitham andlowna -this year, also to appoint aele*l I TCnowles traps Refreshments.,
gates to the, Conv^tion to be held in |-  Local radioites with apparatus oi | ^ v ,r ,.4 oAh for tho.<?e who did notl Owing to an omission on the part of
14
V^couver ^ o u t  March 15th. THO- sufficient receiving power are. advis- ^ j .  .̂ĝ  ̂gg^^es were arranged, which ( the Department of Marine and Fish 
MAS BULMAN, President. 27-lc| ed to tune in tonight with the General I “ untested. The lady’s first . .  .
Electric new ®-*'"̂ ‘‘?^ îprize  ̂ for^ prpgrw^^^^  ̂ Vancouver Island last year.G. .G. L .tT. Demonstration Night, KGO, Oakland, California,-whic^ will ^-g, j  Richards and the second , j
Feb: 22rid, 'in . United Church. 26-2c send out the music of a^Musical Festi-1 ĵ j.g_ j? l  Cross. Mr. W. Fuller This has been rectified this winter by
' val to be given by the W ester^ U.b.A, I ggj^jjgjjj^jj’g pfj^e. | the placjng of ,a closed season from
Salvation Army Staff Band._ The fes-1 , , , ,he Kelowna I November 15 th to Feb. 29th. The fedShipments made--by the iveiowna ,
Growers’ Exchange from the 11th to eral fishing regulations for all the_ ...  ̂** ̂  I«« a A -vv A i l — l...   ?... xl.. ̂  ' T .. X A .A. xli*
Millinery Opening.-^Feb. 2Sth and tival commences at 8 p.m., San Fran-
26th and following days, Inspection cisco time. ______
cordially invited. Arbifthnot & Jones. ■ _ . • the 16th of this month, inclusive, werehakes in the Interior, though not well
26-2c The Hospital Ladies Aid wish to I g To Regina, one car of to the pu
'  * * ' ' ' They provide for a clos-
I r - N o v .  .5fb ,o  .be end
26-4p nipeg, one of mixed, wrapped vane- of February*̂ | iron from Mrs. J. ^ a ll;  a wicker chair °g^j ^̂ gg of -wraobed Jonathan';'* to]
from Mrs. A. E. Cox; a reading Calgary, one of Newtown and Wagen-1
For The Best, fpr the Matrons sitting room fro™Lr wrapped, one of mixed, wrapped RUTLAND POUND DISTRICT
4S-tfc|krs. Binger and a cut glass cream and ggjj 200 sacks of on-'
sugar from Mrs. R. Mathison. ions and one of Wagener and Ontario;
Will E. England, farmer, late of I Those who like novelty will be able to Saskatoon, ’ '^Jne^o‘5
o“ %r?senC M b r t s . " \ ° i n i i l d  ̂
Notice of Sale
Notice is hereby given, under Sec-
to Swift Current, one of Ljon 20 of the Pound District Act, that
. _ ___  _  . les and mixed vegetables; to o„ Saturday, the 1st day of March,
^ommUniVat^ with the Estate Sê ^̂  ̂ the Scout Auxiliary are g iv -1 Lethbridge, one of mixed apples; to 11924, at 2 p.m., 1 will sell by Public
Bureau, Winnipeg, Man. ?♦ ♦ ♦
?7-1climy in the Elks’ Hall on the last day of Edmonton, one of onions. Kepacking Auction the following impounded anim 
'Ihfs morn^ U n iq^  of apples is still being carried on in als: one bay gelding, white face and feet
Kelowna Women’s ' Institute will new ideas! are to be some of the lead- the mam warehouse. no visibLe brand; one bay gelding bran-
meet on Wednesday, the 27th, at 3.00 ing features of this event, and an effort jg consequence of the fact that a ^ed 
o’clock, in the Scottish Society’s Hall *s to be made to make it one or jne nu^iber of rural taxpayers had receiv-
(over Glenn’s store). Meeting will be most enjoyable dances of the season, gd notice that they must appear at Ver- mare with foal, branded
followed by a sewing bee for relief j ĵg îe Johnson, of Vancouver, ap- non on Monday, Feb. 25th, in connec-
on left shoulder; and one
work. 27-1c I, "3 r ; „ ' '7 C"''r,’tv“>oli7p ''ro u rt'd n Itio n  with any appeal against the Pro- on left shoulder on the S.E. Sec-
* * * the vincial Assessment, it seemed that t^^^^ Township 26. ' _  '
Annual meeting of the Kelowna Am- . ’ A. W. DALGLEISH.l l ti  01 tn  iv i  p. . . Nircotic Drugs Act with wouia oe no session ai ^ciowim vt ■
ateur Athletic Association will be heldPPJ. . ^ium and was allowed out Court of Revision and Appeal such, as 27-lc-
in the Board of Trade Hall, Friday, bail^of IlOO’in o rd ^  to give her an has been customary for many ^ a rsEverybody re- h^“ ot :;>1UU m oraer to give ner an jj^g_
2^2v °PPO'«“"«y l« f „  P,tfo« a,d Graham, Arm^froag. Jrrdge pf .he
Poundkeeper,
March 7th, at 8 p.ni 
quested to attend.^  - , On the case coming up again t p;- . , . Krirnrimr the mat-
A special meeting of the Ke^w^^ ̂ Xudraw^^ his attention’and asking thartlte
Radio Association will be held in the ^  ^  nnnpirpd for^the accused usual session be held here, but ro re-Empress Theatre next Sunday after- Craig appeared for the accused. | has -been recejyed up to time of |
noon, th e , 24th, at 2 o’clock, for the ”
EAST KELOWNA POUND 
DISTRICT
tidt
Notice is hereby given, under Sec
________ ______ )n 20 of the Pound District Act, that
------- ---------- - _ --------  , Mr. W. K. Gwyer, District Engineer, I going to press. However, our Rut-11 wjll, on Monday, the 25th day_ of
purpose of fixing membership fees and Lpgnt Tuesday in inspecting the Work land correspondent states that an in- February, 1924, sell at Public Auction, 
receiving the report of the committee being carried on in improving the main timatjon has been received by the Rut- in front of the Pound, East Kelowna,
investigating expenses. 27-lp Kelowna-Vernon road. He expressed land Local of the United Farmers from in the County of Yale (and being with-
• • • himself as well satisfied with the pro- the Assessor at Vernon to the effect in my Pound District), the following
The regular monthly business meet- gress that is being made. Mr. Gwyer that a ritting of the Court will be held impounded animals^ one dark brown
g of the Hospital Ladies’ Aid will be returned to the Okanagan on Monday at Kelowna on Wednesday, Feb. 27th. j horse, branded G R on left shoulder,ing
JERSEY BLACK GIANTS—Newest 
breed, largest breed, best breed'. Rc- 
,,cord rooster over seventeen pounds; 
record hen, fourteen. Limited number 
,joi eggs for setting, $4.00 for thirteen. 
First cross White Leghorn and Giants, 
$2.00. Phone 52. ■ ' 27-lc
WANTED
397-L4.
■ Broody hens. Phone
26-3c
;FOR SALE—Choice pure bred stock 
setting eggs, White Leghorn and 
'Wya!ndottc. Phone 397-L4. 26-3c
W ANTED«*-Misce11aneou»
'W ANTED—Light touring car, good 
condition, for cash. Reply, No. 435, 
iCouricr. 27-lp
WANTED—Second-hand baby car­
riage, must be in good condition. 
Phone 90. 27-lc
WANTED—Ads in this column bring 
results. Fifteen cents a line, each 
additional insertion, ten cents per line. 
Minimum charge per week, 30 cents.
leld in the Board of Trade rooms on from Fernie, where he acted as arbi 
Vlonday, February 25th, at 3.30. 27-lc trator and effected a settlement bet-
—-------- -̂----------------  ween the City Council of Fernie and
CARD OF THANKS | contractors for the replacing of that
city’s sewerage pipe.
OBITUARY
Mrs. Bertha B. Gilley
white face, one white hind foot; one 
sorrel horse, no brand; one light brown 
horse, no visible brand.
R. C. CARRUTHERS,
27-lc Poundkeeper.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hill wish ^  I victim of a lingering illness, Mrs
convey their heartfelt thanks to their Mr. J. A. MacKclvic, M. P., spent g Gilley, wife of Mr. Herbert
friends for their sympathy and assist- Monday in the city, returning to Ver- L^jg passed away on Friday at the
ance during their recent bereavement. „op by boat next morning. Regarding Ugg^g-y ^he Bankhead sub-
27-lp the possibility of the K‘'i>T '̂oops-Ke- jg hope that a change of
lowna branch of the Canadian climate would benefit her, she came
tional Railway being completed this -vvith her husband some time ago
year, he stated that that was ^^^^ttcr , New Westminster, where they
EAST KELOWNA POUND 
DISTRICT
FOR EXCHANGE
FORTY-SEVEN ACRES on Vancou­
ver Islaftd to exchange for Okanag­
an orchard. Apply» Allen E. Ross, 
-phone 40, Kelowna. 26-tfc
THE
LONDON & LANCASHIRE
A L L  A C C ID E N T S A N D  
A LL SIC K N E SSE S  
PO LIC Y
IS
CLEAR AND CONCISE 
Free from Vexatious 
Restrictions and gives
SO LID  B E N E F IT S  A T  A  




Notice is hereby given, under Sec­
tion 20 of the Pound District Act, that
one dark brown horse, branded B; one I had residea lor many years, om suei _ ...................
, ' ’ i- r 11 was unable to recuperate. . I rl^rk brown horse no 'visible brand;to the undertaking from any polifical | GJHey was a native of New | “XX :XX.XX:i
quarter, provided the completion of the I w herrher Tathei  ̂ I^e’̂ V iS ^ ^ s iS  dn ^ h e ^ T w .^ ‘'S
branch was not made dependent on the ber, Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Bartlett, stilH §6, on Fn(nf work oti other lines ĉ t__K̂r ^  ■commencement of, r  n t r H cs l gbe is also survived by ^er
and feeders m various parts of Canada .usband, two children and several p at
riday,
which arc not necessary. I hus a , t  tives in New Westminster.
................ , . I The body was taken to New West-
minster on Saturday for interment. Iat the Elks Hall last Thursday even­
ing was one of the pleasantest affairs





t-i xenuers wm uc .'j ■ Tenders will be received by the un-
cd oh the excellence of all arrange- dersigned, up tilt the 27th day of Feb- dersigned up to noon on atur aŷ
vith it It was well ruary, at noon, for 80 cords of green March 1st, 1924, for the purchase ot 
attended and all presem thoroughly cut split pine or ^rw opd suitable for the Manse 
enjoyed themselves. The decorations furnace use. Also SO neks of 20 inch | the United C r ,j  t l , inc  uc ti  l u xvtow v.* witlfin
made by the girls under the direction wood and 15 ricks of 16 inch wood, alliuc. Building
Mr<5 H B lU[ac£wcn were in cood I delivered and piled at llie ICelownaj two - months. * — finovnmid Ui^nu^^^^^  ̂ l^efbre the 1st day of July, ' Lowest pr any tender not necessarily
stone’s Orchestra, was first-class. The 1924- ^  „ . . , , tctj c - . . accepted. W ILLITS
ball was attended by the members of P" I For Board of Stewards-ofthe newly formed Gyro Club as well The Kelowna Board of School Trustees j United Church
as thfcir guests from Vancouver. 17/5-20 ' |z /- ic
»5,
s m
:o r s l t t e :
1 4 4 6
New Corsets, Corsettes and 
Brassieres
'-Jp'HE straight line, youthful ligurc, still
holds its place in fashion’s favour and 
our new Corsets will mould your figure 
perfectly to correspond with the best style 
tendency. A perfect figiire cannot fail to 
show new spring garments off to the best 
advantage. v
The New Vanity V. is here, not a corset 
and not a brassiere but a combination garment 
that makes the figure, more beautiful.
SEE THESE ON DISPLAY.
w m s M
P H O N E  361 K ELOW NA, B. Q.
R A D I O
The famous Westinghouse set that picked up London, Eng. and 
Aberdeen, Scotland, from Victoria. Ask us for demonstration.
KELOWNA FURNITURE CO.
Local Distributors- Kelowna, B. C.
R A D IO  SP E C IA L T IE S LTD ,
Distributors for B. C.
791 Dunsmuir St. 27-2c Vancouver, B. G.
LAND REGISTRY ACT
Section 182
IN THE MATTER OF APPLICA 
TION No. 6956G 
■ and ■'
IN THE MATTER OF LOT J2, 
• BLOCK 13, MAP 202, CITY OF 
KELOWNA, TAKE NOTICE 
THAT THE ABOVE application 
has been made to cancel Agreement 
under the Better Housing Act dated 
16th day of May, 1921, from The Cor­
poration of the City of Kelowna to 
Bernard Hartridge Raymer, and which 
Agreement under the Better Housing 
A ct. was registered as No. 9685E in 
Indefeasible Fees ~Bopk Vol. 67, No. 
21901F, on the 11th day of July, 1921, 
and that in support of such application 
there has been lodged evidence of 
breach of covenants and of re-entry and 
recoveiy of possession.
AND FURTHER TAKE NOTICE 
that cancellation will be effected in 
pursuance of the above application after 
the lapse of 30 days from the service 
upon you of this Notice, which may 
be effected by publication as hereunto 
directed unless you shall take and pro­
secute tfie proper proceedings to pre­
vent such proposed action on my part.
DATED at .the Land Registry Of­
fice, Kamloops, B. C., this 18th day 
of February, 1924. ^
Registrar.
The Land Registry Olfice, 
Kamloops Registration District.
TO:
Bernard Hartridge Raymer, Esq.,
Kelowna, B. C. ;
I direct service of above notice by pub­
lication once a week for five consecu­
tive weeks in a newspaper circulating 
in Kelowna, B. C.
E. S. STOKES,
Registrar.
The Land Registry Office, 
Kamloops Registration District
27-5c
AT.TENTIO N M E R C H A N T S !
NOTICE
Owing to thaw, all truck owners and 
drivers are notified that Sections 33, 
34 and 35, of the “Highway Act” will 
be enforced until further notice in Sim- 
ilkamcen and South Okanagan Dis­
tricts. _
, P. PH ILIP ,
Public Works Engineer. 
Victoria, B. C.,
February Sth, 1924. 25-tfc
LEAP VUR BALL
Under auspices of , 
SCOUT A U X IL IA R Y . 
E L K S’ H A L L
Friday, February 29tli
Dancing—9 p.m.
A dm ission : : : $1.00
Refreshments included.
27-lc
b a n k r u p t  SALE O F FIXTURES 
of Adams & Co.,-Ltd. -(now in liquid­
ation at Vernon, B. C.)
OVER $3,000!00 W ORTH OF FIX ­
TURES, Practically NEW, to be
SACRIFICED
$90.00 Coffee Grinder .....$50.00
$350.00 Refrigerator, 6 x 7 ft.—. $75.00
$235.00 Dayton Scales .............. ' $75.00
$25.00 Button Cabinet ....   $5.00
$55.00 Cheese Cutter $20.00 -
$80.00 Show Gases ................  $35.00
$10.00 Suit Racks ....,.....  $2.00
$10.00 Tables .......   $3.00
$50.00 Wofth Window Fixtures $15.00
$30.00 Heater ....       $12.00
$35.00" Counters ................   $10.00
$15.00 Platform Scales $7.00
$1,100.00 Chevrolet Delivery 
Truck, newjy overhauled ...:..-$295.00 
$450.00 National Cash Register $195.00 
$25.00 Ribbon Cabinet, now .... $8.00 
$35.00 Silk Spool Cabinet, now $8.00 
$25.00 Looking Glass, now .......... $10.00
$3.50 Step Ladder ................ . $1.00
6 Cou'nter Stools, each    $1.00
$10.00 Warehouse Truck :...........:..$5.00
$15.00 Mirror ................   $5.00
10 Window Forms, each ........... .50
IS Grocery Scoops, each .25
$12,00 Oil Sprayer.....................  $6.00
$10.00 Clock ..........       $2.00
And numerous other fixtures to be 
sacrificed.
All dry goods, groceries, boots, .shoes, 
clothing now going at retail to the pu­
blic at sensational prices. Merchants 
wishing to purchase : part or all the 
stock can do so at a low rate on the 
dollar. Call or address—
A. W. CHADWICK 
(in cha^c fpr the Creditors) 
ADAMS & CO., LTD. (in liquidation.)
VERNON, B. C.
All Goods must be sold by Saturday 
night, February 23rd.'
" 27-lc
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC
Owing to the increased cost of stock 
and shorter terms from the wholesale 
houses, we arc. forced to go on a tash 
basis, which will" take cffcct. on the 1st 





R a d i o  I
The most wonderful, fascinating 
Science of the Age.
For complete sets and parts of 
all descriptions, at prices w ith­
in  your reach-—





V A Q E
. . ■ r r ' * ’ THIS KEI.OWWA COURIteR AND OJKAWAaAN ORCHARDIST










SO M ETH IN G  M U ST  B E  
W R O N G  I
'B''m:
a
Th« Licence Department 
. »liowj> there were'827 pfio- 
tor velilclcH licensed in tlija 
district' last year. There 8 
some dirty w6rk somewhere, 
for our books show only 773 
steady customers for the 
same period. , »
However, YOU join -the 
crowd this year, 
yourself what k EAL  SER­
VICE means..
PR O M PT —  ACCUR ATE  












FR E E  CRANK -CASE^  
SER V IC E and the proper
Grade of Oil for your car.
Dependable Battery Service. 
Distilled Water and Testing.
—a t —
(The H ouse w ith a Sm ile)
SUBSCRfBE TO TH E COURIER
INCREASING CONSUMPTION
AND LOWERING COSTS
Illahco Orchard, East Kelowna, B.C. 
'  18th February, 1924
Toj the Editor, 
Kelowna^ Courier,
Dear Sir,
According io the Provincial Govern­
ment statistics, tfic cost of producing 
a box of apples is approximately 80p. 
This cost varies in proportion to the
production per acre; the greater the
tonnagb i>cr acre the less the costj 
ftiiif nmilitv is maintained.provided that qua y  
■ After the farmer has delivered his 
box of applet weighing about 40 lbs. to 
his nearest packing house, the apples 
arc then culled, graded, wrapped, box­
ed or crated and loaded on a freight 
car, at a cost of 72c for a box of ap­
ples and 62c for a crate. Practically 
it costs almost as much to place 40 
lbs. of apples into a container and 
loaded on a car at point of Shipment, 
as it costs to grow and pick them.
M y contention is, that these costs 
arc out of all proportion, and before we 
can hope to increase consumption on 
the Prairies, we must alter our meth­
ods. /  The firmer must endeavour to 
lower the cost of production by in­
creasing the tonnage per acre, by im­
proved methods of thinning, fertiliza­






A u c t i o n  S a l e
Being favoured with instructions from
11 I .».|l
Mrs. M A Y  E D W A R D S
(Widow of the late Rev. R. G. Edwards)
V P A R K  A V E N U E
aiviis*, I will sell, without reserve, on
T H U R SD A Y , F E B R U A R Y  28th. Sale at 1.30 p.m.
all of her Furniture and Household Effects, as follows in part:—
1  Quarter-cut Gak Leather Upholstered Rocker.
2 c l S l ' ' '  Oak Centre Table.
.V e l“^ i l e  sinare, 6 X 8. , ■. Velvet P.le_S,nare,,9^xj2.
Brussels Square, 10 X 12. 1 Cducn .Mission Oak Hall Stand.
Large .H aU M krbn^ Room Suite, comprising Pedestal, Table andMis.sion _ .
6 Leather-seated Chairs. ^  /len AlrllBuffet. Large Antique Dresser (150 years old). ^
3 te S 's p r in g s /n d jM a ttre s s e s  (good quality almost^ne^^^^
^IrSTSingle BeS^^S^M m trw ses.^ ’ Lady’s Bicycle (nearly new).
1 T d e y e r  Black Broadcloth Chaps . Child;s Rocking Horse. 
Child’s Outfit, consisting of Table, Chairs and Desk.
2 High Chairs. Congoleuni Rug^ 10 x.
II
Vctr‘’Hne Kitchen Ramge^egst $200.00). . 1 New kitchen Cabinet.
»  Machine. 1 S ?  Ĉ o?p‘;
Diiumr Set and large ^uanflV of ^*^®®'^Lacro'^se"st£k!
Ware, etc., etc. ^ 6 Dozen Sealers,
f  Pozen Assorted
1 Lawn Mower. . Gar?^n --------
;• *'many other articles too numerous to - •
-Special attention is called to this Sale as things^ are practically new.
Goods on view morning before sale only.
K E R R - Auctionejer24-26-27C
Growers of British Columbia, in con­
junction with the various affiliated 
Locals,* must endeavour to drastically 
reduce the charges of delivering a box 
or crate of apples at point of sliipmcnt.
A po.98iblc solution may he found in 
dividing the Prairie trade under twb 
heads, viz:—town trade and country 
trade. The town trade requires boxed 
and wrapped apples; supply them with 
Fancy and "C" Grade, cutting out 
Extra Fancy and Combination packs. 
For the country trade, supply apples in 
Imlk and crates, orchard run. Apples 
can he loaded in a car in bulk and ar­
rive at point of distribution in as good 
shape as if boxed pr crated. Arrange­
ments to' be piadc with farmers' organ­
izations or elevators for selling these 
cars of bulk apples. Crates to he a 
different design of crate to the one in 
general use. A shallow crate designed 
by M!r. F. R. E. DeHart of Kelowna, 
made of cotton wood, to hold 50 lbs. of 
apples! can be made for 50c. Four of 
these shallow crates would hold as 
much as five ordinary crates and there­
by save 5c on every crate. These 
crates could ba packed in the orchard 
and thereby assist in cutting down the 
handling charges.
The Prairie farmer is willing to buy 
our apples in large quantities, but ob­
jects to paying $3.00 for 80c worth of 
fipplcs.
With regard to the markets in Great 
Britain, it seems obvious that a 'repret 
sentativc should be sent over early this 
year, to report oil methods of distrib­
ution other than auction rings and 
brokers. It might be wise to unite 
with th e ' Australians, who have been 
• studying the questions of distributing 
the,farm products of Australia in the 
United Kingdom. It also might be ne­
cessary for the Domi îo*  ̂ Government 
to se'nd a commission oVer to Great 
Britain to study the question of mark. . 
eting and distributing Canadian farm 
products and to co-operate with Aus­
tralia, New Zealand and South Africa.
. As Canada is endeavouring at the 
present time to attract emigrants to 
settle on and farm the enormous areas 
of vacant and unproductive lands, it 
would indeed be criminal if markets 
were not found^ for this increased pro­
duction, and the result would be that 
this emigration would gradually drift 
over to the United States. Effoi^trTo 
direct the Dominion Government along 
these lines might be made by our local 
members, assisted by the B.C.F.G.A. 
and the various Boards of Trade.
To deal with the export crop of 1924 
Our Co-operative Association should 
pay more attention to the sizes of ap­
ples that fetch the top prices and onlv 
these size§ should btl-expftTle?.' Out 
•representative could probably make ar­
rangements to sell the bulk of our ex­
port crop privately, and could certain­
ly only allow our, apples to be sold 
when the market was not flooded, the 
appl^  in the meanwhile being shipped 
tp .cold: storages at various distribut­
ing centred.
It is an; interesting fact that the 
Royal Commission appointed to inves­
tigate on marketing and distributing r '  
farm products in the United King''
♦  KELOWNA GROVERS’ ♦
♦  ' EXCHANGE
------
♦  NOTES, QUERIES AND ♦




Q.—Is it possible for growers to re­
ceive the cash value for Series “B” 
shares and have this placed to their 
credit ? *
A.—Series “B” sliarcB were issued as 
a rebate on the 1921 packing charges. 
Tlio issuance of these sliarcs is govern­
ed by resolution passed at the annual 
ncncral meeting of the Kelowna Grow­
ers’ Exchange, April 23, 1923.
IllThe Resolution;
‘•That the sum of $22,854.80, being
the surplus on packing charges dur­
ing the year 1921, be distributed am­
ong the members shipping during 
the year 1921 as a packing and hand­
ling charge rebate at the rate ,of six 
cents per box on all apples, pears 
and crabs, three cents per* package 
on all soft fruits and twenty-five
cents per toil &n, all sacked vegeta- 
sl 'bics hipped during the season of 
l92l, and that such rebate be paid 
by the issuance of fully paid up 
snares."
These shares have all been issued to 
growers and rank equally for dividend, 
etc., with the original Series "A." It 
is impossible for the Kelowna Growers’ 
Exchange to take over these shares un­
til the revolving fund is established, 
and, therefore, the cash equivalent can- 
pot be credited to growers’ accounts.
Question No. 2
Q.—-Can growers having more than 
one original-$100 share turn these in 
to the Kelowna Growers’ Exchange for 
cash ? , ^
A.—No, but arrangements-are being 
made' \vhereby shareholders now in 
good standing holdipg more than - one 
original $ld0 share caft list these with 
the Secretary for transference to new 
shareholders; this is the only way gro 
wefs can be relieved of these shares. 
* ♦ ♦" ■
Question No. 3
wiisQ._*By hat authority has the Ke­
lowna Growers’ Exchange made share 
deductions from growers’ returns ?
A.—The contract signed by all grow-
:1a
REUNION TO BE HELD
® OP B, C. PIONEERS
Residents Of The Province Prior To 
Confederation To Bo Entertained 
At Victoria
A committee of the British Colum­
bia Historical Association is making 
arrangements for a grand reunion of 
old-time rcsidciits?of British Columbia. 
In its efifort to make this gatliAring an 
outstanding cvciit in the history of the 
Province, the Committee has secured 
the hearty cooperation of the Victoria 
Posts of the Native Sons and Native 
Daughters, and to ensure a represent­
ative gathering similar-societies throu­
ghout the Province and individual's arc 
asked to supply names and addresses 
of all pioneer residents in their respec­
tive districts. For the present purpose, 
the term “pioneer" is being applied to 
all those who resided in British Col­
umbia priof to Confederation in 1871.
The time of the reunion will be about 
thq middle of May, to coincide with the 
Annual Convention of the Native Sons 
of British Columbia,'which is to be 
held in Victoria this year. Although 
it will be some' time before final ar­
rangements arc made, the programme 
will probably include an “Old-timers 
dinner, a reception at Government 
House, and automobile drives to places 
of interest in and around Victoria and 
Vancouver Island.
The Provincial Archives Depart­
ment is taking this opportunity of col­
lecting records and has prepared formd 
for the personal history of pioneers. 
These, forms may be obtained ^on ap­
plication to J. Forsyth, Librarian and 
Archivist, Victoria, and those with the 
residence qualification who furnish 
their names and addresses will later re 
ceive invitations to the reunion.
O k an agan  L oan  ap d  In vestm en t 
T ru st C om pany
QnilTU KFIflWHA lANDS We have made a stringent rc-Valuatlon ol dUUIIi aCLUlinA I.Bnuo desirable lands, which are now for
Sale at prices varying from $30 to $80 per 
acre, .according to location and revenue jiro- 
ducing possibilities. Terms One-sixth cash, 
balance over five years with interest 7vc.
ORCHAHDS
HOMES
Twelve acre# in full bearing with 12 year old 
trees, comprising McIntosh, Wagner, Yel­
low Newtown, Wealthy, Jonathan'and . Spitz. 
One acre, building site. For ^ / |
sale at . ............................vv....  W
This is undoubtedly the best buy m the 
Valley.
Two well-built pleasantly located residences 
for Sale. One hundred dollars will be ac­
cepted as an - initial payment, balance like 
rent, $15 per moii^h. This
FOR RENT
is is an exceptional
opportunity. ' ‘
Nine roomed modern house ....t.-i....... $35.00
Five roomed bungalow, with bath .... $20.00
Four roomed house,, West end ^
. of town ....... ......... .........— ............. $12.50
Full particulars of the above, and all .classes of Real Estate 
apply,:— ' "
REAL ESTATE DEPARTM ENT
Kelowna, B.C*Phonc 332
- i m m E$ M
m
FR ID A Y  AND SAT" , , ,  ^ ,
Through miles of . JR D A Y , F E B R U A R Y  22nd and 23td 
flames, over bum ihg bridges, falling trees, 
W IL L IA  bringing hundr«^8^ to ,sa to^  ^  _
BAXTER' and COLLEEN MOORE la  _
ers contains the following cl use:
“T h e  Undersigned agrees that his 
signature hereto shall be deemed an 
application for membership in the 
Local;"
and the following resolution was car 
ried unanimously at the annual meet 
ing, April 23, 1923:—■
“(a) That the denomination of the 
shares of the Exchange be altered 
by the subdivision of such shares 
into shares of $1.00 each, but that 
the proportion between the amounts 
paid and unpaid on existing shares 
shall be the same as before the p?" 
sing of this resolution, and t*'' .da­
lasi sentence in Rule No  ̂ .«at the 
ted.” £ be dele-
‘‘(b) That sh- _  ■ .  , :
nomination new de-
sh?” ' be . ?5sued to present
_««en© l€Sf§lieu of those at pre­
sent b'dtst&tlding in accordance with 
th@ amount of such outstanding 
shares.”
“(c) That new me-^bers be ad' .. 
ted on subscriptior, to one hi'
$1.00 shares, 60r-. 1„ be pai^,
Mrectos“1 r ’'  “  by theUirectors tr their P acked ship-
S c ’ti”  .‘h®-.eafS. if w ladeductio prove «>'j„fficient.'’
* *
r% Questio',1 No. 4
gaft amp*'nta owing by grow-
At a meeting held last week in Ver­
non an Old Timers’ Association was 
formed, and the following officers 
were* elected: President, Mr.';S. C.
Smith; Vice-President, Mr. J. A. Mac- 
Kelvie; SecretaryTreasurer, Mr. J. Z' 
Edwards; Historian,- Mr. C. B. J 
froy; , Executive Committee. >, Le- 
R, W. Neil, L. Norris, C. ^  iiessrs. 
and G. A. Henderson.,  ̂ Simms
dW BAXTER 
No pict*' . “ T H E  N IN E iT Y  A N D  N I N E ,
Adap*̂  Z,re has made a greater appeal nor plcSSed mofd audiences.
ed from S ^ y  Morris’ : of the same
.ne. A  raUway story that is different. The story_ of a village va^a-
.«n"^''whom‘folks calle'd alinner'and unworthy?^ the hero who
rescued thp very o n«  ^ho  ra n  hini down. A piĉ ^̂ ^̂  true to me. 
Also TOPIC, of the Da^




ded th' have been conclu-
f * the Bank of Mon-
17 Kelowna Growers’
SaJf Wrnwp? enabled to supply con- 
in y m a S ^ - ®  with their spring spray-
MONDAY AND TUESDAY. FEBRUARY 25th dhd 26th
“ P O N J O L A ”
CynJhla_:.Stpclde/s " t UL’LY^MARS-JA M E s'k lR K W O O D . ANNA Q. NILSSON ‘ 
HALL. A t i ' ^ i n g  story of a
A bride 1 * A bridegroom slain before jbe  ,firat .b‘ssl ̂ -^^scandal 
night of horror in Paris 1 An attempted suicide m the ,Seme!^ Â res-
al on the following terms 
, ^ ™ r . a l  to be_supplied by the Ke-
cue 1 A new life on th e , African veldt. A strange one 1 A ^irl, mas- 
man 1 -Women sought her kisses I
i , - , G r o w e r s ’ Exchange to contract 
"  > ers and to be a first charge against 
jwers’ 1924 crop returns., .
The following material will be avail-
■Lime Sul-
wth^he”f  And then one fought her l And^ was >illed I Who strui^ 
the blow? This slight^ debonaire masquerader? .A mystery that stir­
red the world 1 As it News and comedy ^
Evening, 7.30 and 9, 20c and 3Sc
m
e* K^fowtta Growers’ Exchange at
fehd of 1922'season be spread over 
a term of years instead, of being taken 
off .this year’s returns ?
A-—This matter is under considera­
tion in the case of amounts which are -------- -- ^
owing by growers for red ink on fruit, change for sale to members^  ̂
Feed Store liabilities •will'have to be^ ” x -
met out of this year’s returns, as this 
business i$ run on a strictly cash basis.
' " » ' ♦ •  ■
able on the above terms:- 
phur, Dormoil, Ortho Neutral Oil E- 
m'ulsion. (For particulars of the latter 
see our advertisement.)
' : * '* •
Question No. 6 
Q —Is the Kelowna Growers’ Ex­
change carrying Spraymotor, Hardie 
&-Bean Sprayer parts ? _
A.—Spraymotor and Hardie Spray­
er parts are being handled by Mr. Matt 
Wilson, Vernon, Liquidator for the G- 
kanagan United Growers, and all sup­
plies have been removed from the Ke­
lowna Growers’ Exchange warehouse. 
Apply to Okanagan United Growers, 
Vernon. Bean Sprayer parts are being 
carried by the Kelowqa Growers’ Ex-€ _M ̂  ^ .A*' ' A a ■ ̂ A A
m
W E D N E S D A Y  A N D  T H U R S D A Y , FE B R U A R Y  27th and 28th
“ JE A L O U S  H U S B A N D S ” ^
'  Featuring Jane Novak and Earle ^Williams. ^
W IVES 1 Do you flirt ? Do you smoke ?^ Do ,you drink ? 
HUSBANDS I Do you like chorus girls ? Do you go out nights ?
Are you fair to your wife ? ' . , .- j  •£•SWEETHEARTS? Is your beau jealous ? Does he get mad it you 
look at another man ? , ' _ a1d«
SEE—this drama of Flirtatious W pmemand_jM ^ Also ,
F O X  N E W S  and “ P A R IS  LIFE.*^
Evening, 7.30 and 9, 20c and 35c ■ ■.
Q Q B fflvBS
Questiott No,. 5
Q ._W hat armrigetnents are being 
made for the supply of spray material
■ Question Mo. 7 
Q._*=,Wiiat action is beiHg taken re­
garding forfeited shares Of original Ke­
lowna Growers’ Eitehange sharehold- 
ers •? . •
A.—This ftiatifer will be dealt with in
;the ■fl'eaf futW'e. •
fR E E  DfMONSTBATO ER EE
General ihfoShatib’n
tb'llowing pools have been closed and the subjoined states clearly the 
gross returns; fo Obtain the net returns to growers deductions must be made 
as follows:—
Handling chargeSĵ  ̂ Local and Cental 





















The Ford is the product of a 
self-made institution which, over 
a period of years, has provided 
dependable transportation for all 
peoples. •
Recognmi^ die value of Ford 
transportatif^ these peoples hair  ̂
purchased Fold products in sr ^  
volume that the sale of Ford 
and trucks equals the sale' % n 
other makes combined.
ability ijggj material
at a ' -
T>
^ a i e s ^ * e r e s o u r  
of ( ^ a d a  are nov' -
000,000. These r  '<>ver520,-resources mean
immmum price* 
jey mean the ability to organ- 
’ each process of production, 
^om the purchase of materials to 
the oompletianof the finished car, 
on sudh a basis that every non- 
essential operation is eliminated. 
The economiesdxas accomplished 
are reflected in Ford prices 
which, always oonsistendy low, 
are now die lowest in history. 





Beurre Hardy ........ .....
Clairgeau ......—-.............
Comice  ............:...........
Duchess .....— .... ...........
Pickling .....-................. .
Diel .......... ... .......-.........
Unknown ...............-........
Flemish Beauty ........ ....
Winter Nelis ..... ...........
Louise B. de Jersey 



































.96 _ 1.07 1.09 .7.3%Central Reserve, 1% gross a- 
m iin t :  Central Handling, .06; Local packing and handling, Extra F.ancy, Fan-
^ r r  Rr r  r  50- crates, 43c; Local Reserve, .03 per box.
Average^rice^to grower for all box pears excluding D’Anjou: $1.15 per box.
have nol been deducted. “.K ifS S nbe taken into account by growers 'when comparing our prices with those paid
'•’'Aeconm“ S l «  are now being prepared for all these pools and will be mailed 
to growers together with cheques when completed.
’ je e  A n y  A u thorized  p€rrd I^cuicft
CARS > TRUCKS • TRACTORS
CT-!Z9C
condemned the existing arrangement 
most severely.
The Federal Commission appointed 
by the United States to report on the 
existing methods of distributing and 
marketing their farm products have 
just issued their report, which con­
demns the present facilities of auction 
rings, wholesalers, brokers and jobbers.
As I feel confident that Canada is 
entering pn a period of prosperity and 
British Columbia more particularly so, 
it is essential tiiat the distributing and 
marketing of farm products, both atj 
home and on foreign markets, be ar­
ranged on scientific methods, so that 
the consumer can purchase at a fair 
price and the farmer obtain a fair re­
turn for his labour and invested cap­
ital.
Having every confidence in the As­
sociated Growers of British Columbia, 
Ltd. and knowing that they are busily 
engaged in endeavouring to solve these 
various problems, it may be possible 
that ideas from outside sources, farm- 
cfs arid others, may assist them in ar­




':F, W E  A R E  P L E A S E D  T O  A N N O U N C E  V / e  
W IL L  H A V E  W IT H  U S  A D E N N IS  q̂ N  
d e m o n s t r a t o r  IN  t h e  P E R SO N  q F
M ISS G U D M U N D SO N , on
Wed. 27111, Thurs. 28111, Fri. fbR. 
8nd Saturday, March 1st ,
M iss Gudmundson wUl dem onstrate the which
C R E PE  P A P E R  can be used in makir ^ p^^pER F L O W ­
ERS, C O STU M ES, R O P E  W O R K , F  ^ ^ cO R A T IO N S, etc.
W A X  A R T
w ill also be very thoroughly explai* r .  ^ a x  Beads,
WaK V ase Decor etc.
We extend an invitation to eve > verson interested in this
class of a F V
I .rt w ork.
P. B. WIF
p h a r m a c i
“ YOU W I'
^LITS & CO.
,STS and STATIONERS
- -  S E R V IC E
,L L  G E T  IT  A T W IL L IT S  ”
Mr. J. E. LaForce, gc 
colonization and deve’ .neral agent of 
C.N.R. at Boston, sta' ' iopment ot tne 
crage 150 families * /e s  that on an av- 
ians arc returning ' of French ana
England weekly to Canada from New
been going or .* This movement has
year.and a cr . since the first of th<-
pected with ,nsiderable increase IS ex-
thc arrival of springThe Ca’ . 
cided to
suinmr , call a
other \;r of farmers
in Alberta interested






The VancouverH Aern grain route. ---  ̂ RrjHchboard and others m. Bntisn
.arbour
Columbia will attend.
T otal production o£ fawn* eggs
Canada last year was
202,186,508 dozen, as against ,
fa?ut w S  $48!770>8o] ^  compared^value ^ . .o-iowith: $48,490,478 m 1922.
A Whopper
The Sunday School la*-
of her pupils engaged in some inter­
esting game. “What arc you doing? 
she inquired
s to get this piece of pie
“Oh," said the shocked Sunday
gcho:H .< ii^A ."=r“j ; ' i “ i''In o tK :The little girls looked a t 




IVI j  s r -  •> <<>*<' 4  f ff t( 4p-« &' ■>-•' -<
'tH tn^S D A y, f Is b r u AIcV i h  M 4  l
COURIBR AND OKANAGAN ORCHARDI8T






H a v e  Y o u  a n y
O r  D o  Y o ur ',">'■ *1 • - ' ,  . • ■ ■
P e r h a p s  Y o u
i -I
Give This Little Fellow a Job!
If  you have any thing to sd l that other people want, he 
will sell it for you. • ̂ ̂ ̂  ̂ ̂ ̂
I f  there is any thing you want that other people have 
to sell, he will bring it to you.
If you w ant hired help, let him get it for you.
And he is useful in many other ways.
Who is he ? -
H e is the R esult-G etting W A N T  AD D E PA R T M E N T  of 
T H E  K E L O W N A  C O U R IERii 99
And don’t forget ! He works for very little.
15 cents per line of 5 words, for first insertions 
10 cents per line of 5 words, for each additional insertion.
If you don’t  want your name to be published, use a Registra-* 
tion Number. This-will cost only 10 cents extra, which covers the 
cost of forwarding replies to you.
TS/>e Kelowna Courier
Established 1904 





Wlicthcr it \vu8 that this /car's wat­
er rates yvill be so much lower than 
1923, or the fact that the water wacra 
generally thouglit thdr allfairs have 
been in vflpnljk’ llft.Utlo ilwfng that per­
iod, the .annual meeting of the Black 
Mountain Irrigation District, on Wed­
nesday, Feb. 13, was very tame and in 
stroiig' eohtfftfit to tll.1t held a yiettf 
ago. Then ther'fl Wer  ̂ nc.arly 100 users 
present; this mtmbct' WfUi CUt ill tW6 
on Wednesday. The meeting wad Oall« 
ed to order soon after eight o’clock 
and after a number of gentlemen ha( 
very modestly declined tlic honour, Mr 
J. W. Anderson .agreed to preside over 
the inccting. In doing so, he paid 
tribute to the efforts of Mr. Carruth- 
ers, who was on the committee which 
had in hand the juatter of getting the 
concession from the government in the 
matter of tolls •and taxes 
The report of tlie Trustees, which is 
printed in another part of this issue, 
and the financial statement were taken 
as read. Mr. T. , Morrison was the 
chief critic of the lattcr^j Armed with 
the 1?>22 statement, he expressed his 
regret that there had been practically 
no reduction in the'overhead expenses 
Some time was occupied in trying to 
convince him that, so far from this 
being the case, there had been quite a 
material reduction, the. Secretary tak 
ing items from the financial statement 
to prove this.
The Trustees’ indemnity brought 
forward' more champions of economy. 
Mr. T. M. Anderson movCd that it be 
the. same as last year, .$5.00, and ex­
penses. Mr. Loosemorc seconded. This 
did not meet with the approval of some 
present, and an amendment was moved 
by Mr. A. Eutin that it be reduced to 
$3.50. This was seconded by Mr. M. 
Hereron, who would have liked it to 
je even lower, but on it being put to 
the meeting it was. lost, only four vot­
ing for it.
Later Tn the riieeting, Mr. Morrison 
expressed the opinion that a big effort 
should ,be made to have the work of 
the different water districts all done 
rorh a central office in Kelowna, as it 
could be done more economically and 
saving of 30 per cent in expenses 
made. The chairman,, on the other 
land, thought the Water 'Trustees had 
leen sornetimes very severe in , their 
efforts at economy. They had a board 
which was working in their best inter­
ests all the: time. He did not think 
they could cut out very much of the 
expanses without crippling the work of 
the district. As this seemed to be the 
general feeling of the rneeting, the mat­
ter was dropped.
Mr. Leon Fitzpatrick raised, the 
question of putting the water users on. 
the Rutland Estate on the same basis 
as the other land owners in the district 
in regard to laterals. After* some dis­
cussion, it was thought advisable to 
take no action at that meeting, as it 
was a matter which concerned all wat­
er users, and many of these were not 
present.
A vote of thanks was accorded the 
Trustees, thp Secretary and Superin­
tendent for the work they had done 
during 1923. In replying on behalf of 
the Board, Mr. McMurray took .occas­
ion to remark that there had been a 
good deal of criticism goirig around 
and some of it had hot been very help­
ful. He was glad, however, .to see 
different spirit prevailing at the meet­
ing that evening.'The meeting, adjourn­
ed at eleven o’clock.
There was a good turnout' at the 
monthly meeting of the Women’s In­
stitute on Wednesday, held in the 
Methodist Church. After reports of 
one or two committees had been read 
and other routine business transacted, 
Rev. A. MacLurg gave an interesting 
address on, the League of Nations.' - A 
hearty vote of thanks was accorded to 
Mr. MacLurg for his address.
The Methodist church was crowded 
on Thursday evening, when the Ladies’ 
Aid held a Valentine Social. Home-, 
made candy and valentines were sold 
at booths, and there was a postoffice 
where the purchasers of valentines 
could post same. Near the end of the 
programme those posted were given 
out by Mr. Geo. Mugford, the Post­
master. There were a number of very 
amusing contests of-different kinds, the 
singing contest bringing -down the 
house. Games also were indulged in, 
and altogether a hilarious time was 
spent. Refreshments were served, and 
a most enjoyable evening was brought 
to a close by the singing of the Nation­
al Anthem.
* * tf
General sympathy is felt for Mrs. R. 
Sproulc in the loss of the house, built 
and formerly occupied by Mr. B. Vig- 
us. but which ^hc had been living in 
during the winter, she being the owner 
of it. The fire, which was of unknown 
origin, started in the kitchen shortly 
after six o’clock on Friday morning, 
.and on'account of there being no wind 
and the house being well built, it burn­
ed slowly and had there been a well 
on the place, could probably have been 
put out. It was, therefore, impossible 
to save the building, but there was 
time, however, to save what furniture
there was in the ‘house,, neighbours 
kindly assisting Ip the operation. The 
building, umkretan^ was fully in­
sured, | M ,
' * * •
The Rutland Scouts entertained the 
Senior and junior teams fronr K^clowna 
to a game of basketball at the Com­
munity Hall on Saturday afternoon in 
the presence of a number of interested 
spectators. Two periods of lifteen min 
utes were played in each i!«.staii^'*ktid
a couple of fast gatnes re.suItdA .Tl*c 
fCcIowmt juniors put it .all over the 
kiitlhild boys, who were outplayed 
their strong points being good combin­
ation and shooting. The local boys 
however, put up a good fight and were 
game to the last.- Nearly half of the 
Kelowna points were scored by F. 
Williams, Todd aiuf Campbell being 
the other scorers with eight and four 
points respectively. The score was 26 
to 8 in Kelowna’s f.avour. Mr. A. 
Bagshaw'refereed in bpth g.nmcs ,and 
S.M.s Weddell and Stanton were also 
present
'’The senior game w.-is more evenly 
contested, and both sides put in some 
good play, despite the slippery floor 
which made it difficult for the players 
to keep their feet. Kelowna won on 
their superior shooting alone, for the 
Rutland boys had many shots at their 
opponents’ goal which did not mater­
ialise. At the close of the first period 
the score was 14 points to 10 in Kcl- 
oyrna’s favour, and in the second the 
visitors increased their lead by an­
other four points, the final score read­
ing: Kelowna, 26 points; Rutland, 18.
The Rutland . Scouts played a goo,d 
game and worked well together, and 
it was very evident that when they 
have played as long .as their oppon­
ents there will' be little to choose be­
tween them.
Thc  ̂ teams and scorers were:—7 
KELOWNA Juniors: r.f. Second E. 
Todd, 8; I.f., Scout'F. Williams, 12; c., 
Scout H. Campbell, 6; r;g., Scout R. 
Lowers; l.g.. Scout Gordoh Hall; total, 
26. RUTLAND,Juniors: r.f., Scout R. 
White, 2; I.f., Second, F. Pow, 2; c.. 
Scout S. Murray, 2; r.g.. Scout E. 
Cass, 2; l.g., Scout S. Howes; total, 8.
KELOWNA Seniors: r.f., P.L. E. 
Williams, 10; I.f., P.L. W. Foster, 2; 
c;, P.L. A- MacLurg, 8; r.g., Second 
W. Longley, 4; l.g., Second Cook, 2; 
total, 26. : KU'TLAND Senibrs: r.f., 
ScoUt Max Mitchell, 6; I.f., Scout K. 
Dalgleish, 2; c., P.L. Allen Dalgleish, 
10; r.g.. Scout E. Howes; l;.g., Scput 
Norrriaii -Cass, ' with as
substitute; total, 18.
There was a •Ufelcpme change in 
the service at the Methodist church on 
Sunday evening, when a series’ of lan­
tern slides illustrating mission work 
among the Indians, principally of Brit­
ish Columbia, but some dealing with 
the work in '-pfher provinces, were 
shown. The lantern and 'slides was 
tindly loaned by the Rev. A- Mac­
Lurg, of Kelowna, two of whose sons 
operated the rriachine. Rev. FVank 
Stanton read the descriptive, matter, 
which proved very interesting and in­
structive.
There was a meeting of the United 
Farmers in the School basement On 
Monday^ when the principal item on 
the programme was an address by Mr.
'W . Jones, M.L.A;, who gave an in ­
teresting account of the work done 
at the last session of the Legislature. 
The membership fee for this year •was 
fixed at $1.00, and.the fees for Central 
•will be decided upoii as soon as word 
is received from'them. As the result 
of a protest v/hich had gone to the 
Assessor about the Court of Revision 
being held at Vernon only, it was an­
nounced that one- would be held in 
Kelowna on the 27th of this month.
■ ■' '  ̂ ■
Mr, E. Dennis and family; left on 
Wednesday for Vancouver, where they 
will reside in future, travelling via the 
K. "V. R. We understand that Mr. Den­
nis has rented his ranch to Mr. J. Jen­
sen.
: . ». ♦ 9.
How many people, we wonder, wit­
nessed the beginning Of a. total eclipse 
of the moon, invisible in Canada ac­
cording to localities and naturally not 
looked for, on Wednesday morning? 
The shadow of the earth ■ began to 
show on the upper left-hand, corner of 
the moon soon after six o’clock and 
by the time our satellite had gone 
down behind the mountains to the 
west, it had been covered nearly one- 
quarter by the earth’s shadow. The 
phenomenon, we should imagine, Was 
rather an unusual one, as it could be 
only by accident that people would 
notice it.
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gradually disappear. The photograph 
is probably o»ie of tiic best' mediuma 
for recording the development of tlip' 
country. There must be -in the hands 
of private individuals many photo­
graphs taken in past years depicting 
localities in their virgiji state in which 
latterly towns and cities have grown,
It is with a view to gathering thCHO 
records in a central plac«? tluU tin,* Pro.'’ 
vincial Arcllivca Department '^uh 'tlic 
cooperation of the Arts, Historical and 
Scientific AssociutipUj pf y»V^'ouyer; 
aiid thq D. C. Historical Association, is ' 
hit\kui|i|F this appcul to nuinlcipalities; . 
railroad contpanies, luinbcf eptupanics, 
and officials or individuals lUisoClatctl 
with development wbrk in Drlti.sh Col- 
umbhi, in the hope that from these* 
sourpes original photographs, old and 
nyw, may be obtained or permission bo 
granted to make copies.
The Provinci.'il Archives Deiiurt- ' 
inent, in addition to collecting pioneer 
records, Ms. journals, diaries and'let­
ters, has for several years been collect­
ing portraits of pioneer re.sidents, and 
historical views, as well as photographs 
of Indians showing their dwellings, 
customs, dress, etc. A sysleni has rê> 
ccntly been inaugurated whereby, these 
photographic records arc carefully in­
dexed by subject apd placed, in a scr­
ies of large albums where they arc 
made readily available 'or .reference.
An appeal is also n: \de to those 
having books, pamphlets and manu­
script records relating to cafly days to 
place these in' trust with the Provin­
cial Library and Archives Department. 
Many important records have been dc- \ 
stroyed by fire in the houses of th'dr 
owners or have fallen into the, h.-pids of 
those who, having no interest >n the 
collection of such things, have caused 
the destruction, of much valuable in­
formation. " ,
* The Provincial rUibrary; and Archiyc$ 
Department is m.ade use of by thous­
ands of people seeking thforihation on : 
inlnmicrable subjects, including those , 
of provincial interest, an?l it would asr 
sist the management greatly if ntunici-  ̂
pal authorities, societies and instituf 
tipns would place the Pjrovincwl Lib­
rary bn their mailing lists to receive 
printed reports regUlarly as issued.
AN EXPLANATION OF
TH E PRICE OF g a s o l in e
An American Editor Calls Attention to 




Provincial Library And Archives De­
partment Makes Appeal For Photo,.; 
graphs And Records Of Pioneer 
Days
Time is fast eradicating the land­
marks connected with the, garly history 
of British Columbia, and with the in­
flux of population .and the rapid settle­
ment and cultivation of the country, 
unless some, concerted effort is made 
to collect permanent records, man^ of 
the associations of pibneer days will
' In aU; article in ,the ^atiohiai: Fc 
eum News,’’ the editor, J^afr^
Platt, writes, in part, as follow s;^
"The rnotbrist will pull Up'at a road­
side station on ai hot and dusty day, 
)uy some gasoline at, say, 45 cents'a 
gallon,: and some soda pop,' Py Vthey' 
soft drinlr, at anything up to >$li20 :a 
gallon, and go on his vvay and talk only 
about the ‘high price of gasoline.’
“Yet the soda water was made by 
drawing water from .a faucet at a cost, 
of a few cents per, thousand cubic feet, 
flavouring it with a few cents worth of , 
extract, adding a few more cents worth 
of Carbonic gas, and hauling'it to the 
stand where it iS sold at a price which 
represents a large gross profit, to say 
the least of it. But the gasoline! Ah, 
that is another story,, and no one has 
bothered about telling it. No one has 
told about' thc producer who knocks 
about over prairie and mountain in a 
jjvell-wofn flivver, staking a good bit of 
his fortune on lease rentals of land that 
he thinks may contain oil; nor of the 
producer who labours jiH'day and may­
be all night running a^drilling crew, 
that is sinking a hole ' to unknown 
depths, maybe a half-mile down or even 
almost a mile, at a total cost to the 
producer fot that hole alone of any­
where .from $30,000 to $100,000 or 
more; nor of how that hole i  ̂ dry and 
how another and still another has, to'bc 
drilled until oil is found (95 per cent of 
all wild-cat holes are dry). It doesn't 
cost a cent to find if the city watgr 
faucet is dry.
"No one has told of the pipe-line 
company that comes up to a well with 
a line costing anywhere from $20,000 . 
to.twice (that a tulle, not knowing if 
the well will peter out in two monfh.4 
or ^wo years; nor how, that oil'is pum­
ped several Hundred dr even .several 
thousand miles to a refinery'that has 
developed a highly scientific ami econ­
omical method for making that crude 
oil into useful products; nor of the 
tank cars that take those | products 
m an/ fniles to hulk stations; running 
in investment all the way’’up int.o the 
mijlions; nor of the trucks and tank- 
wagons which distribute it I0 the ser­
vice stations, where it is distributed to 
the motorist from a highly perfected 
pump and underground tank 011 which 
millions have been spent to eliminate 
all fire hazard and insure the motorist 
accurate 'measure—a pump which, in , 
most cases of the larger and best 
known makes, costs the retail dealer at 
least a thousand dollars installed at the 
station—yet the motorist will pay 45 
cents a gallon for his gasoline, while 
he drinks soft stuff tat $1.20 a gallon, 
and kicks only about the price of the 
'gas’ which is carrying him to his 
destination, cheaply, efficicnfly ."ind 
pleasantly,”
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! GERMAN CARP A MENACE
TO GAME FISA
!d r . k n o k  o n  h e a l t h
OF CHILDREN
(CotiUnued' from Page 1) (Co|ititiucd from page 1.)
(By W. J. B.)
b a s k e t b a l l
Hoop Fixtures—Iniportant Ones
Tonight’s fixtures at the Scout Hall I fish in these waters,'whicir arc then 
firing together six quintettes that arc restocked with suitufilc varieties. Such
which not only provide no sport what' 
ever, but arc also very poor eating. 
At the present time throughout the 
Western States, an effort is being made 
to get rid of carp by dynamiting the 
smaller ponds and lakes in which they 
exist. This, of course, kills off all the
very evenly matched and the results a course, however, is not practicable 
in all three matches are important, in in large bodies of water, such as Ok- 
view of the fact that the winners of aiiagan Lake, so that the only means 
two divisions, the Senior "A” and the of ridding them of carp is to use nets 
Girls', will meet the winners of similar at certain periods of the year when
divisions in the Kamlomjs-Rcvcistokc the fish feed in shallow water. In this 
series, for the Interior Championship, connection, Mr. Spurrier stated that if
The matches arc also the finals for the netting of carp were systematically un- 
Okanagaii Champibnsliip and the pos- dertaken in Ok ........................
iMPonTco.OLeiyocDA PAcneo O' 
nCLLY DOBGLAdA CO. VANCOUVER
!5tniN3Ten n.f,m/rinr U t
, „ .. . . , - _'kanagan Lake in April
session of the Wright Cup. of each year, when tlicy arc mostly in
Kelowna’s Senior "A" team will take Uhoals in (he bulrushes both at the 
the floor with three points to make up north end of the lake and in the vicin- 
and the girls have two points to re- ity of Kelowna, they might be so much 
gain. Penticton supporters arc coming reduced in number in five years' time
now commencing and those who wish­
ed to send children to school who had 
already had that disease Oould do so. 
but those who had not had it should 
not be sent from houses where it ex­
isted, and those who had been exposed 
to contagion should be sent away from 
their home for ten, days or so till it 
was discovered if they had contracted 
the complaint or not. This might work 
a hardship, but it would be belter for 
all individually and collectively to fol­
low the rules of safety. The object 
that all should have , in view ,was to 
protect the older pupils, those to whom 
the loss of study meant, or might mean, 
the loss of a whole year.
The doctor 'went on to speak on the
subject of ventilation, enlarging on the 
fact that, owing to the hard times pre­
vailing, in many homes it was the ha­
bit to keep all doors and windo'ws
I along with their players in great force, that any land-locked salmon introduced 
doubt that the largest into the lake could account for the
^  The pungency and strength ,o£ IN D IA N  TEA , 
blended ■with the richness and sm oothness of C EY LO N  
T E A  give N A B O B  that peculiar flavor, aroma and golden  
liquoring quality which makes NABiOB a favorite among 
particular tea-drinkers.
and there is no
[crowd of the season will turn out to I young carp fry in. after years. Other- 
\yitiies3 what may be the final attrac- wise, if netting is not resorted to, it 
tion of the winter. ' I would be quite useless to proceed tur-
« '4t
_ 
ther with the idea of preserving Ole-
On Thursday^ Marcli 6th, the Bas 
I ketball Association arc putting on their 
\v
anagan Lake for sport. At the present 
time Chinese and Japanese spear these 
fish and cat them, but Indians look
them with cintemp, and would
N A B O b  T E A , “The Golden Brew," 
per pound ................. ........... .......... d—. 80 c
tivc arc sparing no efforts to make | Eventually, after discussing the mat- 
season and every one is urged to ob-| S r u S ^ t o " f e c * ^ t h c ^ S p S
tain their tickets in good time, as only U e n t of Marine and Fisheries, pointing 
a limited number will be sold. I jj. lyjgĵ  of j,|f classes
NABOB GOffEE
The fact that N A B O B  C O FFEE is vacuum packed 
and cut by steel teeth instead of being ground-or pulverized 
and that the packing process takes place while the Coffee 
is freshly roasted and freshly cut means that every particle 
of flavor, strength and aroma is conserved for you until 
the time you open the hermetically sealed containers.
of fishermen on the lake that these 
fish should be got rid of and asking 
, , that ,the . Department undertake this
Kelowna, this season, has been par-1 work with a view to protecting the
Bidelights On Sport
ticularly fortunate in securing inter- other fish in these waters, 
city sport attractions. In the last fewj xhe next matter attended to was a
N A B O B  C O FFEE, “The Perfect Br6ak-
fast Drink," per pound 70c
The McKenzie Co., Ltd .
P H O N E  214
Have You Ever 
Considered—
weeks six teams of basketeers travell- communication addressed to the Fre­
ed to Summerland and Penticton, and sident by Mr. J. C. Clarance, a mem- 
the latten city is to return a visit here ber of the Association, which dealt 
tonight. Vernon as usual afforded the with the recent action of the Depart- 
local hockey teams an opportunity of ment of Marine and Fisheries in clos- 
showing their skill early last month, ing Okanagan Lake to fishing from 
and but for the weather Armstrong Nov. 15th to May 15th. Mr. Qarance 
and Lumby puck-chasers would have gave it as his opinion that this was 
appeared here. These inter-city games a most inadvisable step for the De- 
exert quite a community influence; partment to take. His letter stated 
They either foster a bitterness between further that he had fished the lake ev- 
towns, which often develops out of all ery winter for the past twelve years, 
proportion to the importance of the e- had caught probably as many fish as 
vent, and extends even into business any other fisherman and had made the 
circles, or else they encourage a friend- following observations: that every
ship that is a pleasure to see. Nothing Kamloops trout of from four to five 
•is better to witness than two teams I pounds in size destroys its own weight 
from; opposiiig cities, playing u game of smaller fish in, at the most, four 
I strenuously, taking smilingly the hard days; that fish of four to five pounds 
I knocks accidentally given and even are veyy seldom taken between the 
when defeated going off the field with first of June and the first of October; 
three hearty cheers and leaving behind that there is no month of the year in 
all petty grievances. Sport can be which some of these fish are not spaw- 
made ah asset or liability to a town. ning. Mr. Clarance also wrote that 
Let us unite in an effort to encourage only recently he had taken five fish of 
strong competition and fair, and dis- seven inches in length out of a six 
[ courage the “knocker” who grouches pound fish he had caught, and sugges- 
and ferments ill feeling. . . , ted calling an extraordinary meeting
When players from outside points of the Association at which the sub- 
come to Kelowna do not keep all your ject could be ventilated, besides send 
I cheers for the Orchard City. Let the ing a petition to the local federal mem- 
visitors know that Kelowna can apr her, Mr. J. A. MacRelvie, asking him 
1 preciate skill in others. < » do his utmost to Have the prohibi-
The Edmonton grad, girls basket- tion removed.
[ball champions of the world, defeated Jn the discussion which followed the 
the Calgary all stars, 28 to 0, in  an ex- reading of Mr. Clarance’s letter, Mr. 
hibition game played at Calgary on Taylor drew attention to the fact that
shut in order to save fuel. He stated, 
very emphatically, that no greater mis­
take could possibly^ be made by cither 
rich or poor, explaining in detail why, 
as found put bv modern scientific ex­
periments, fresn air is absolutely es- 
.sentialto the building up of strong 
bodies. Windows, he said, should al­
ways be kept open at night in aiiy and 
all kinds of wedthcr. Want of pure air 
accounted for the pale sickly-looking 
children, while those who slept in fresh 
air were bright and happy and building 
up strong bodies suited for the daily 
struggle of life.
Regarding children being fidgety and 
irritable during school hours. Dr. Knox 
explained that the natures of all young­
sters were by no means alike, and in­
stead of always punishing pupils for not 
keeping still in school, it was the duty 
of teachers to keep a special w;atch on 
the worst cases, as there might be very 
good reasons why these children were 
not able to study quietly. Their medi­
cal sheets should be consulted and also 
the family physician. Children, he said, 
should'* never be punished, either at 
home or at school, except in order to 
make them better men and women la­
ter on in life.
■will pay the  
Fire Inauranco 
00
$ 1 0 .0 0
Pretnium on “I  
on the aver- v J S L y v U ' v  
age house and contents in Kel­
owna FO R T H R E E  Y EA RS. 
This is only one-third of one 
per cent per year. It is surely 
worth while to  be on the qafo 
side at these rates.
IN SU R E  N O W  W IT H
E. W. Wilkinson & Co.
BotgbUshed 1893 
Corner Bernard Avo. and Water St. 
Phone 254
W e have some excellent buys 
in both City and Farm property
Concluding his remarks,, Dr. Knox 
stated that from ten to twelve children 
were being sent to him for examina­
tion every week, the teachers; having 
become very proficient in noticing that 
certain scholars needed special medi­
cal examination. He warned all pre­
sent against the natural inclination to 
make light of the common “cold,” asi 
this might be very infectious, stating 
that children with colds of whatever" 
nature should be kept at home. He 
also mentioned that when recently, in 
conversation with Hon.. John Oliver, 
hê  had drawn the latter’s attention to 
the good which could be derived by the 
appointment of a special teacher of 
gymnastics for-this district. The idea, 
he said, had first been t6 have a special 
teacher for the Kelowna schools, but 
it had to be abandoned as#entailing too 
much expense and one teacher for all 
the schools in this valley was all that 
could be hoped for at present. If such
an appointment 'were made, it would be 
possible for the appointee to give in­
struction at  ̂ Kelowna about once a 
week and children would be taught the 
exercises they needed most, especially 
those good for special weaknesses. A 
modern teacher of gymnastics, he'sta­
ted, is a doctor in hi§ own line and can 
do wonders in the way of helping chil­
dren to develop as they should. He 
hoped that Kelowna, having made the 
first application to the Department of 
Education, would have the honour of 
being the first city in the Interior to 
have a regular teacher of modern gym­
nastics. '
After a very hearty vote of thanks 
had been extended to Dr. Knox for his 
address, routine business was again 
attended fo and the chairman explain­
ed what had been done in the way of 
helping in relief work and the virorking 
of the Central Relief Contmittcc. A 
discussion arose as 'to whether it was 
still necessary to supply cocoa to chil­
dren attending the school who stayed 
there for iu n ^ , and it was decided to 
stop doing 'SO, as owing to the mild­
ness of the weather very few were Still 
taking advantage of the service.
It was vdted to send a bouquet of 
flowers to Mrs. H. W. Arbuckle, whose 
work on behalf of the Association was 
much appreciated and who is at pre­
sent confined to her home by sickness.
Before the meeting adjourned: sev­
eral ladies wpreaskid if they would not 
take over the duties of secretary, Mrs. 
Williams having resigned that posi­




except when it comes to 
the matter of eating, 
and then he wants plen­
ty of it and of the very 
best quality too.
Our groceries fill the 
bill in every particular— 
they are always fresh, 
pure and wholesome, 
and our prices are right.
Another of the natural resources of 
this province will shortly be opened Up, 
it being the intention of a Vancouver 
company to imihediately develop the 
large deposit of silica ” situated near 
QuesneL. A factory is to be built by 
the same company for the makihjg of 
metal polishes, mineral soaps* powders, 
etc., for which this non-metallic miner­
al is used as a base. At the present time 




Fainlly Gtors Phono 30 S
Quality up to a standard . ’ 
—not down to a.price. ’
Q Q Q m
U. S; IS BEING LEFT BEHIND 
IN NAVAL CONSTRUCTION
WASHINGTON, Feb. 21.—The 
United States is being left behind in 
the; development of her naval strengthi 
to the full extent authorized by the 
Washington conference treaty, navat 
authorities said today in : commenting 
on the dispatches from London re-^ 
porting the British building plans. •
Saturday night.
that by purchasing your Fertilizers, 
Sprays and Seed fr6m us you not 
only save money on the purchase 
price but you'also make more on the 
returns?
fishing in Okanagan Lake during the 
winter had not been jprohibited before, 
i.e., the regulation for a closed season 
had never been, enforced./ He express­
ed the opinion that it would be diffi­
cult to stop fishing, as many residents 
of the district had been in the habit
c
BOOK your requirements NOW for Spring
delivery.
POULTRY Su p p l i e s
Hay $20.00 per ton. New Straw 80c per bale. 
•QUAKER* FLOUR and CEREALS
OCCIDENTAL FRUIT C0..LTD.
F R E E  CITY  D E L IV E R Y  P H O N E  67-L l
KELOWNA, B.e.
WHATGOODiSABIKE
unless it is in first class running 
order ? If the handle, seat and 
chain are loose or rattling; if the 
spokes are bent or broken; if a ped­
al is missing, etc., you can’t get 
much fun out of it.




“  O .K .”  CYCLE &  SPORT STORE
Ted Busc, Prop.
Phone 347 Pendozt St.
SUBSCRIBE TO TH E COURIER
Put B. C. On The Sport Map
If . British Columbia athletes get 
down to rigorous training and brass
tacks without delay, there is nô  rea- . ...t ..aun
sonVwhy this province should not be for years of fishing during the winter 
well represented at the Olympic games months, some for sport and others as 
next July^ . , , ,  I professional fishermen. Considering
Tryouts for the province will be held the fact that this was the first time 
m May.  ̂ Tests to select the Canadian I that the fishing’- regulation had been 
team will, be held in Montreal, nekt J enforced, it was a pity that no proper 
June. The selected team will then pro- notification of the .Department’s ih- 
*® ^®*’*®* ■ , , ,  . I tention to do so had" been made either
There are all sorts of athletes ml by the medium of the press or by pos- 
Bntish Columbia who may be con-j ting up notices in conspicuous places, 
sidered eligible to make the Canadian the Fisheries Overseer for the district 
team. The success in making that team merely paid the city a short visit and 
will depend entirely upon the condi- notified those who sold fish caught in 
tion and training they are in.  ̂ the lake that their doing so was illegal 
It would be unfortunate indeed if Land would have to be stopped. Regard- 
the opportunity to put British Colum- ing the sale of fish, he was sure all 
bia pn^the sport map of the world were of the same opinion, that this 
should be passed up because that pp- traffic should not be permitted, 
portumtv were not taken seriously e- During the discussion which follow- 
nough by athletes who might have ed, Mr. Spurrier enlarged on the fact 
qualified by sternuous and cortsistent that if an effort were to be made to 
training. Now is the time for Valley have Okanagan Lake stocked, by the 
organizations to get together and pro- Dominion Government with Kenora 
duce material to strive for the right j .trout, it would be very necessary to 
to represent their province and ppssi- allow all the trout of any kind which 
bly bring wide publicity to the Okan-|are now in the lake to spawn. This
naturally meant the enforcement of the 
regulations. He was of the opinion 
that the Fisheries Overseer for the dis 
trict should make a thorough invest! 
gation of the facts of the case, also 
that he should be asked to give a
/’rrttviT.iio,! r- p  I possible information to the Association(Compiled by G. R. Bingei:. Observer) He, personally, questioned very much
x g g c c . ^ statement that large ttout couk
^  3  c c S I caught during what was really
AKTT-k I - ^  ^ t/it-^lthe closcd season, having capturec
AND W ESTSIDE I 1 .................. 2 —12 (many big fish during the summer
---- -— ' j 2 ........ ......... 6 0 .251 months.
Colleen” has had numerous im -' ^
SP R IN G  F O O T W E A R  N O W  R E A D Y  FO R  Y O U R  IN SP E C T IO N
This means N ew  L asts and N ew  Styles and w e are justly  proud of the splendid lines w e V, 
are showing. Our new line of Sport and .Novelty Oxfords, Slippers and Pum ps surpasses 
anything previously shown. .
1 1 ^  A R E  T H E  O N L Y  G O -B E T W E E N  V A f  T 
Yf £1 A N D  T H E  M A N U FA C T U R E R . I U U
This means som ething to you as w e positively guarantee everything w^ sell. 
Footwear is made up to standard—not to price.
A ll our
agan by their achievements.
I W EATHER REPORT FOR
MONTH OF JANUABIY I
WIUON LANDING Jan.
_______ ___ ___ 6
provements put upon it lateTy71nclud-| f  ....................16
ing a most excellent fence below the ^  .................  26
road and a good roomy pantry and ^ • -....30
bathrqom added to the house. ^    26
• * • 8    32
Our wharf has come in for some re- L a ......   ^9
pairs of its planking, but it is some- |V .......... . '
diing like the putting of “new wine 10 ........   oq
into old bottles,” as its understandings K? ...     in
are in a weakened condition. 7 4 ..................
•  * •  11̂  .............   di
Forestry inspection was made here 16 .................. 39
the other day by Mr. McCluskie, the 17 32
Kelowna Sawmill Company having Mg * " 9ft
about completed Uieir work on the 119 16
Cotvale and Rawkins places, from 20 25
which they have taken some nice bun- 21 30
dies of logs which are now on the 22 ................ 31
lakeside.. ' 23 ........!..!!!!! ' 36
• • •  24    32
Mr. Cecil Rhodes Young, of Bar- 25 .................. 30
row-in-Furncss, Lancashire, England, 26 ..................  36
where he had been working in Messrs. 27 ..........—....  40
Vickers & Co.’s ship-building yards, 128 .................. 40
is now rc.sident here. He made his 29 ...................  43
lirst visit to Kelowna last week-end. j 30 ........     37






Eventually the following motion was 
passed: “Resolved, that the secretary 
be instructed to write the Department 
of Marine and Fisheries, enclosing a 
copy of Mr. Clarance’s letter, and to 
point out that Okanagan Lake has ne­
ver been closed to fishing before, also 
that the enforcement of the regulations 
may entail hardship on several fisher­
men. Further, that the Department be 
asked why;the regulations have been 
j enforced this season without any noti­
fication having been given to the'pu­
blic and requesting that in future the 
fishing regulations be posted up in 
conspicuous places throughout the dis­
trict, and that the Fisheries Overseer 
be asked to collaborate with the As 
sbeiation.”
♦ *
^Trs. G. C. Browse and MisS R. A. 
Goodacrc were passengers on S.S. j 
“Sicanious’’ on , Monday last, going to 






Mr. J. Houston rode up to Vernon 
‘ ■ h<on Sunday for a short oliday. He
has been acting foreman of the Ke­
lowna Sawmill Company’s camp here 
for some time, and he considers that 
a rest is owing to him.
Before adjourning, the secretary was 
further instructed to write the Depart­
ment of Marine and Fisheries asking 
that Okanagan Lake be stocked with 
Kenora trout, that honorary fish wardr 
ens be appointed for this district and 
that, in the event of such appointments 
being made, the Association be con­
sulted as to who should be chosen for 
the positions. The matter of arranging 
pheasant shoots, as in England, instead 
of the haphazard method of shooting 
anywhere at any time, was also dis­
cussed. It was settled that the an­
nual general meeting of the Association 
would be held some time in April in­
stead of June, so as to allow the pro­
posed lovvering of the membership fee 
to come into effect during the spring.
S w a a a B t
C H IL D R E N ’S L IN E S
Carried by us:—“Classic,” “Hurl- 
burt’s Welts,” “Chums” and “Tread- 
Rite” for Little Gents and Youths. 
You cannot beat these and few e- 
qual them.
T H E  W O M E N ’S L IN E S  are
very comprehensive and are 
certainly up to the season’s 
standard.
M ISSE S’. G IR LS’ A N D  
C H IL D R E N ’S
Black patent Pump. A splendid 
last for growing girls.
Misses’ sizes, 11 to 2 _ $3.75
Girls’ sizes, 8 to 1 0 . . . .  $3.25 
Children’s sizes, 5 to 7j4 $2.25
Odr Stock of
H U R L B U R T ’S W E L T S
for girls and children are cer­
tainly the winner.
Chocolate and Black Kid Slippers
Girls’ 8 to lOj^ .... .............  $3.75
Children’s 5 to ..........  $3.25
Infants’ .............  $2.00 and $2.25
Hurlburt’s Special Romping 
Moccasin Slipper
Made in smoked horse and cho­
colate elk. Prices—
5 to 7J  ̂ ....... ................. $2.50
8 to 10^ ......... ............... $3.00
All Hurlburt Moccasin Shoes 
fitted with counters.
“Bell’s,” “Church’s English,” “Mur- 
'  ray Maid” and “Ahren’s Chums.” 
Also Empress in Oxfords and 
Slippers.
Cbmment:—Airedale suede, patent 
leather, vici kid, plain and in com­
binations. arc a very strong fea­
ture of our spring lines.
O U R  RANG E O F GRO W ING  
G IR LS’ SL IP PE R S are lovely! 
and priced-to sell.
A nice Patent Pump, low heel and
real snappy, sizes 3 $5.95
WRRAYi
“CHUMS" G R O W IN G
G IRLS’ L IN E S  are all...
represented.
Fawn Suede, two strap, 












Grey Suede Oxford, low heel; a 
real good walking OYY
fm}
shoe, at
Smoked elk and patent Sandal is a 
real live wire at—
$5.25 $5.00
to 7, at ..................
This same last in a beau- $5.95
tiful white buck, at ....
T H E  SP E C IA L  GIRL  
G U ID E  O X FO R D
is now again in stock at (Pff p jA  
This is a real girl’s 
hiking Oxford.
THOMAS LAWSON, LIM ITED
PH ONE 215 KELOWNA, B. C.
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